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Abstract 
This thesis contains primarily a study of CdTe/CdS heterojunction solar cellSj chiefly using 
photoluminescence spectroscopy. These solar cells, show a good potential for commercial power 
generation in the near future .and are of interest to several major companies. A vital but little understood 
step in the manufacturing process is annealing the cells in the presence of chlorine prior to back contact 
application. Studies are performed on a selection of thin film CdTe/CdS cells subjected to C d C l 2 anneals 
of different duration. A chemical bevel etch was used to study the spectra at different depths into the 
sample and laser intensity arid sample temperature variations to identify the mechanisms behind the 
observed photoluminescence peaks. Evidence was found for the GdGl 2 anneal promoting sulphur 
diffusion and subsequent grain boundary passivation in the CdTe, leading to increased minority carrier 
lifetimes and device efficiencies. Attempts to obtain electroluminescence from the CdTe/CdS solar cells 
were made. By using current pulses electroluminescence was obtained in the 780-850nm range: with 
discernible spectral features. 
Photolumjnesence (PL) studies were also performed on a single crystal of CdTe grown to an 
unprecedented size of approx. 5 cm diameter at Durham university by a multi-tube seeded vapour method 
of crystal growth. Much higher resolution spectra were obtained for this than for the solar cells. Several 
peaks were identified and the mechanisms responsible were theorised. By taking slices of the crystal 
boule the P L spectra at different points throughout the bulk of the crystal were determined. A series of 
high quality ion-implanted CdTe crystals were also studied by intensity and temperature dependent P L in 
order to obtain a better understanding of the effects of known concentrations of known impurities on the 
P L spectra of CdTe. Specific P L features associated with certain dopants were observed. 
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1 Introduction 
We live in an age of electrical technology. As far back as records go man has known of the terrible power 
of lightening, but since the discovery of electrical induction by Faraday in 1831 it has played an 
increasing role in the technological development of the human race. Our communications, transportation, 
entertainment trade and economy increasingly depend on the manipulation of this nebulous force. Central 
to the recent boom in consumer electronics, most notably in the field of information technology, is the 
ease with which electrical charge can be manipulated on an increasingly microscopic scale. The 
ubiquitous "silicon chip" is the mainstay of all modern computing devices and arguably one of the most 
important technological achievements of modern times. The key to the fine control over electricity is in 
the use of semiconductors. These are (as is discussed in more detail in the theory section) materials with 
properties between those of an insulator and a conductor, whose conductivity and other electrical 
characteristics can be influenced in a variety of ways including temperature, applied fields and currents, 
irradiation and chemical doping. Due to their electronic bandgaps, semiconductors also generally have a 
strong interaction with electromagnetic radiation. These factors allow the fabrication of a huge range of 
useful devices such as diodes, transistors, sensors and photovoltaic junctions. The homogeneous 
crystalline nature of semiconductors makes them suitable for miniaturisation, principally down to the size 
of the smallest lattice repeat units, but in practice limited by the resolution of the lithography used to 
define the devices. 
1.1 C d T e Based Devices/Applications 
CdTe, a I I - V I semiconductor with a bandgap in the near infra red regime, has several current and 
potential applications in the fields of electronics and optics. One of its most potentially important 
applications in the next few years will be in the production of ploycrystalline thin film CdTe/CdS 
photovoltaic cells. CdTe has a very high optical absorption coefficient (>10 4cm'') due to its high atomic 
number and low bandgap and in its polycrystalline form (grain sizes of the order of microns typically), it 
can be deposited in thin films (8-10um) with sufficient quality to form p-n junction devices. A detailed 
discussion of these devices will be saved for chapter 5 but suffice to say that moderate efficiencies 
(>10%) combined with low materials usage due to the thin film nature of the cells makes CdTe/CdS an 
attractive proposition for future large area terrestrial solar power applications. 
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High quality single crystal CdTe has uses in the area of radiation detection. Again due to its high 
absorption coefficient it makes a good solid state detector for high energy radiation such as X rays and 
Gamma rays, as is discussed in chapter 4. CdTe is also used as a substrate for the growth of Hg x Cdi. ,Te, 
which has a wide variety of applications in infra red detectors, lasers and L E D s . 
The near infra red bandgap of CdTe means that it is a good transmitter for longwave radiation. 
With transmission of 60-70% for a wavelength range from l-28nm[l] , it is a potentially useful material 
for infra-red windows and other optical components. Unlike some other infra-red optical transmitters 
CdTe is unaffected by atmospheric moisture. 
In addition to these applications, CdTe has a number of properties which, while not currently 
greatly exploited commercially have potential for development. It exhibits thermoeletric properties which 
make it suitable for use in peltier effect coolers, though its efficiency in this role is only a fraction of a 
percent of that of the best materials. Under excitation by an electron beam, CdTe has been observed to 
lase at low temperatures, along with several other I I - V I compounds. Attempts to create diode injection 
lasers using CdTe and CdTe/ZnTe junctions have resulted in spontaneous emission [1] , implying that 
lasing is possible. CdTe also exhibits the Gunn effect: when a D C voltage is applied across a randomly 
oriented sample it emits microwave radiation. 
1.2 Overview of My Work 
The principle concern of this thesis is the characterisation of the I I - V I semiconductor cadmium telluride, 
though in the course of the work some analysis is also done on cadmium sulphide, another I I -VI 
semiconductor used in conjunction with CdTe in solar cells. Using photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy 
as the principal investigative tool, it is hoped that insight will be gained into the nature of the CdTe in 
various forms that are used in its principal applications, and the influence of the processing techniques on 
those properties. Since P L is highly sensitive to the presence of defects and impurities within the crystal 
lattice, and it is these that define the vital electrical characteristics of the CdTe, the analysis should be 
directly relevant to the manufacturers of such devices. The variation of P L emission with changes in 
temperature and illumination intensity, as well as with time on a nanosecond scale, is also influenced by 
the defect states responsible for the P L emission, and so all these techniques will be applied to further 
characterise the samples. Two main forms of CdTe will be studied in this thesis. The first is high purity 
single crystal CdTe, as used to manufacture radiation detectors both directly and as a substrate for the 
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growth of HgCdTe. In this case the manufacturing aim it to get as close as possible to a defect free crystal 
of CdTe, in order to have maximum electrical resistance and long carrier lifetimes. Medium/high 
resolution P L will be used to observe and characterise any sub-bandgap emission due to defects. Due to 
the spatial resolution of the P L being limited by the size of the laser spot used to excite the luminescence, 
in this case approximately 0.5mm, readings can be taken at an array of positions throughout a single CdTe 
crystal (single crystals can be grown up to several cm in diameter [2]) in order to detect any 
inhomogenieties in it due to the growth technique. Access to positions in the centre of the crystal can be 
obtained by cleaving. Also, intentionally doped monocrystalline samples will be studied in order to 
characterise the behaviour of specific dopants. 
The second form of CdTe we will deal with is polycrystalline CdTe, as used in the manufacture 
of thin film photovoltaics. This is known to be a less pure form of CdTe with many structural defects and 
so only low-resolution photoluminescence will be applied due to the tendency of high defect 
concentrations and the polycrystalline nature of the material (grain sizes of the order of microns mean that 
the laser beam probes thousands of grains simultaneously, and each grain may have different properties) 
tend to broaden out the P L emission peaks. Since in this case the samples studied will be partially 
completed devices, the polycrystalline CdS layer will also be probed. The use of a chemical bevel will 
allow P L access below the surface of the CdTe in this case as the thinness of the devices (~10um) makes 
cleaving impractical. The effects of varying C d C l 2 anneals (a vital step in the manufacturing process) on 
both materials will be studied. In addition to P L characterisation, attempts will be made to obtain 
electroluminescence ( E L ) from the samples in order to evaluate its worth as an analytical technique for 
CdTe/CdS solar cells and to obtain characteristic emission from the electrical p-n junction of the devices. 
1.3 References 
1. Ray, B. , II-VICompounds. 1969: Pergamon Press. 
2. Aitken, N.M., et al., Characterisation of cadmium telluride bulk crystals grown by a novel 
"multi-tube" vapour growth technique. Journal of Crystal Growth, 1999. 199(Pt2): p. 984-987. 
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2 Theory 
The theory provided here assumes some degree of familiarity with solid state physics and does 
not give complete proofs. For a more thorough treatment of the theories behind my work I recommend 
consulting a good-specialised textbook such as Kittel ' 1 1 , Ray 1 2 ' , Kazowski' 3 ' , Bube ( 4 ' , Perkowitz' 5' or 
Seeger 1 6 1. 
2.1 O f Semiconductors 
A semiconductor can be defined in perhaps its crudest sense (and there are other definitions);as a 
material with an electrical resistance somewhere between that of a metal (~107Sm"') and that of an 
insulator (~10"8Sm''). The electrical transport properties of semiconductors vary greatly depending upon 
the makeup of the semiconductor, any impurities present in it and the temperature. Because of the relative 
ease with which differences in; their transport properties can be made, semiconductors are the primary 
materials! used in modern electronics. Integrated circuits, transistors, diodes,: photovoltaics and radiation 
sensors are all efficiently manufactured from semiconductors. 
Semiconductors normally incorporate elements from groups II to V I in appropriate stochiometric 
combinations to satisfy the valency of the atoms involved, eg. CdTe, GaAs, Si. As we will see below, due 
to their electronic structure semiconductors have strong and well defined interactions with 
electromagnetic radiation of optical or near optical wavelengths. 
2.2 O f Crystals and Lattices 
AH semiconductors consist of regular arrangements of atoms in repeating units; This is known as 
a crystal lattice and is responsible for many of the unique properties of semiconductors. These repeating 
units can have several structures. The most common structure for compound semiconductors is the 
Zincblende lattice (see figure 2.1). 
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Figure 2.1: A zincblende crystal lattice 
The atoms are arranged in a regular repeating structure. From a physical point of view, this 
means that the physical environment experienced by an electron and therefore the properties of the 
semiconductor at any given point are the same as those at any other point which is separated1 from the first 
by a lattice vector composed of integer numbers of the unit vectors of the basic repeat unit For 
semiconductor theory it is convenient and realistic to assume an effectively infinite lattice. This array of 
discrete points, which appear to have the same arrangement when viewed from any other lattice point, is 
known as a Bravais lattice. The smallest repeating unit of a crystal lattice is known as the basis, and the 
smallest set of vectors connecting repeating points on the lattice are known as the primitive translation 
vectors; The smallest repeating unit can be found by drawing lines from one lattice point to all its near 
neighbours, and bisecting these lines perpendicularly with planes. The smallest volume enclosed by these 
plains is known as the Wigner-Seitz cell (see figure 2.2). 
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Figure 2.2: The Wigner-Seitz cell in 2 dimensions (hexagonal point lattice). 
2.3 O f Bloch Theory and the Reciprocal Lattice 
I f the physical properties o f a crystal lattice are the same in every unit cell, we can write this as: 
f ( r ) = f f r + R ) where R = Uia.i + u 2a2 + u 3 a j (2.1) 
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Where f is any physical function, r is the position of any point in the crystal; a^ a^  and aj are the primitive 
translation vectors and Ui , u 2 and u 3 are integers. 
Any such regular, repeating function can be expressed as a Fourier series, using: 
f(r)= £>' 
nix,my,mz 
(2.2) 
2mtixx 2nrnyy 2nmzz 
Where g = — ; — r ^ 1 + — ; — + -
a3 
(2.3) 
N B . For the above to be true the co-ordinate system must be chosen along the lines of the primitive 
translation vectors. This also requires that the primitive vectors are mutually orthogonal, which is not 
always the case in real crystals. A more rigorous definition of g for an arbitrary set of primitive translation 
vectors is: 
g = m|b| + nbb? + tr^bj 
Where mi, m 2 and m 3 are integers, and 
b,=2n ~J ~k— 
Likewise, we find that 
b, xbk 
a,. - In 
b_r(bjxbk) 
With i j , k cyclic 1,2,3. 
Ft can easily be shown that R.g=2mn, s 
condition for a periodic lattice. 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
isfying (2.1) when applied to (2.2), satisfying the 
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This set of vectors g are known as reciprocal lattice vectors and define the reciprocal lattice, which like 
the crystal lattice is periodic, with a lattice spacing of 27t/a (a=crystal lattice parameter for a simple 
crystal). The primitive cell for the reciprocal lattice, called the first Brillouin zone, can be found using the 
same method as described above for finding the Weigner-Seitz cell. 
The planes that form the edges of the unit cell in reciprocal space can be conveniently defined by Miller 
Indices. These are normals to the lattice planes in reciprocal space chosen so that the ratio of primitive 
vectors is integral. In the simple (primitive) cubic example (a simple cubic Bravais lattice gives rise to a 
simple cubic reciprocal lattice) the miller indices of a face of the cube would be (100). (110) would define 
a plane diagonal across the centre of the cube, and (111) would define a plane that is not parallel or 
normal to any face of the cube. 
The Schrodinger equation can be used to describe electrons in a crystal potential: 
2m 
(2.7) 
A periodic potential in the crystal can be represented by the Fourier series: 
m 
(2.8) 
In order to satisfy periodicity of the wavefunction: 
V(r) = V(L + R) 
(2.9) 
It can be shown mathematically that the solution to the Schrodinger equation is: 
(2.10) 
This is known as the Bloch wavefunction and consists of two parts. The first part (as shown here) is 
periodic with the same period as the lattice spacing. The second part is the wavefunction for a free 
electron and defines the momentum of the electron via D=hk/2rc. The values of the coefficients C ( g m ) are 
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dependent upon the periodic potential of the crystal. In the simple case of no periodic potential the 
solutions can be represented in an E - K diagram as shown: 
Figure 2.3: Bloch solutions to the Schrodinger equation in a periodic lattice with no periodic potential. 
(reduced scheme) 
Since these solutions repeat every 2rc/a in k-space we can obtain all useful information from these 
solutions by studying them only in the range -n/a<k<7i/a. This region is called the first Brillouin zone. 
The figure above shows that there should be solutions to the Schrodinger equation for all values of E . 
However, to make our model more realistic for a crystalline material we must allow for the periodic 
potential of the lattice affecting the solutions. 
Taking equation (2.8), we can neglect the m=0 term as this refers to the average potential of the 
lattice, which is not relevant to calculating the periodic perturbation. 
If we assume that the perturbation is small, we can take equation (2.10) as representing the wavefunction 
with C ( g„) = 0 for m>0 and C<g„) ~ 1 for m=0 (small perturbation theory). 
We can then put (2.8) and (2.10) into the Schrodinger equation (2.7). Taking out a normalising 
factor from C of i / ( V g m ) we get: 
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^ Z ( ^ ( k + g J 2 - H ( k ) + SV ( g , ^ D < g y ( k + E m > r = o 
(2.11) 
Where D is the re-normalised form of C . This can be simplified by integrating over V g to 
J ™ 
(2.12) 
Approximating 
E = 
2m 
And D ( 0 )= l ) D ( >orO 
We get: 
D, - v ( g j 
2m 
(2.13) 
It can be clearly seen that D becomes significant when (k+g n) 2=k 2 for some value of gm=g p. This 
corresponds to approaching the edge of the Brillouin Zones. If we substitute this back into equation (2.12) 
we find that D(0) and D(g,,) become the only significant terms. We thus have non-trivial solutions when 
gn=0 and gm=gP: 
rh2 \ 
—k2-E, 
2m 
Dw^V{-gp)D[gp) = Q 
Also when gm=0 and g„=g p: 
(2.14) 
2m (
i + « J ^ ) k . + W ) = o 
j 
Solving these two equations for E ( k ) gives us: 
h2k2 
E = 
2m 
•±\V (SP] 
(2.15) 
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(2.16) 
Thus as we approach the zone boundaries there is a splitting in the energy levels dependent upon the 
periodic potential of the lattice. This can be represented on an E-k diagram as shown in figure 2.4: 
n/a n/a 
Figure 2.4: Bloch solutions in a periodic lattice with a weak periodic potential, (reduced scheme) 
It can clearly be seen that there are regions of reciprocal space in which no solutions to the Schrodinger 
equation exist. These are known as bandgaps. In the case of a semiconductor the fermi level of the 
electrons lies within a bandgap, which accounts for the electrical properties of the semiconductor. 
2.4 Of Real Semiconductors 
In reality, the bandstructure of semiconductors is much more complex than we have considered here. In 
three dimensions the E-k diagram looks much different due to the intrinsic anisotropy of any crystal 
lattice. Also the periodic potential cannot be entirely approximated as a weak perturbation and splitting of 
bands occurs due to the spin-orbit interaction of the electrons. The real bandstructure of a typical 
semiconductor would look something like this: 
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Figure 2.5: The bandstructure of Cadmium Telluride1'1. 
In the above figure convenient symmetry points in reciprocal space are used to allow a representative 
diagram of the energy levels to be drawn. The T point refers to the centre of the first Brillouin zone, 
where k=0 in any direction. The L point refers to the zone boundary with Miller indices [111], and the X 
point refers to the zone boundary with indices [100]. 
It is worth noting the splitting of the valence band in the region between the L point and the zone 
centre into two bands joining at the T point. The different curvatures of these bands give rise to "light 
holes" and "heavy holes". Transitions between the light and heavy hole bands can be important in some 
electronic processes such as Auger recombination (see later). 
At very low temperatures approaching zero Kelvin, the electrons in any solid settle to their 
lowest states, filling the energy bands up to the Fermi energy. In this state a semiconductor wi l l have a 
whole number of energy bands filled, with energy bands above the fermi level being completely empty. 
The highest filled energy band is known as the valence band, and the first empty energy band is the 
conduction band. In this state current flow is impossible as there are no unoccupied states for electrons to 
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move between within the limits of their thermal energy. As the temperature increases however, some 
electrons are excited thermally above the bandgap from the valence band to the conduction band. 
Electrons in the conduction band are free to move throughout the semiconductor as there are many free 
states in the conduction band for the electrons to move between. Also the liberation of electrons from the 
valence band leaves unoccupied states which valence band electrons can move into, allowing a flow of 
charge in the valence band as well (in this case it is normally considered as a flow of empty states or holes 
in the opposite direction to that of the electron migration). Thus as the temperature increases the 
conductivity increases, the opposite trend to metals. The electrons and holes move through the 
semiconductor with effective masses dependent upon the curvature of the energy bands in reciprocal 
space: 
1 _ 1 d2E 
in h2 ck2 
(2.17) 
In pure semiconductors this effect is very small at practical temperatures, limiting the uses of 
semiconductors. However, the increase of conductivity with temperature can be greatly enhanced by the 
process of doping. This involves substituting atoms of greater or lesser valency than the normal 
semiconductor atoms into the crystal lattice. From the point of view of the real lattice this means that the 
substitutional atoms wil l either donate an extra electron to the crystal lattice which wil l be free to conduct 
(known as n-type doping with a substitutional atom of greater valency) or remove an electron from the 
crystal lattice creating a hole which wil l be free to conduct (known as p-type doping with a substitutional 
atom of lesser valency). 
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From the point of view of energy bands the substitutional atoms create energy states within the 
bandgap close to a band edge. With only minimal thermal excitation electrons can be excited from the 
valence band to an acceptor level creating a hole which is free to carry current. Likewise electrons can be 
excited from a donor level to the conduction band to carry a current. 
Conduction Band 
e 
Eg 
Donor level 
Acceptor level 
- e -
Valence Band 
Figure 2.6: Donor and Acceptor impurity levels in a semiconductor. 
Looking at the energy bands created by shallow donors and acceptors in more detail, they can be 
found to consist of a series of hydrogen like energy levels. Binding energies can be calculated from the 
hydrogenic model using the effective mass of the electron/hole and come to the order of tens of meV. 
Some types of impurity, typically substitutional transition metals or lattice defects, can cause impurity 
bands near the centre of the bandgap. These are known as deep level traps and tend to reduce conductivity 
and luminescence in semiconductors by absorbing free electrons or holes, which cannot be easily 
thermally excited back into the conduction or valence bands. 
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2.5 Of Optical Effects 
Electrons bound to any atomic structure can undergo three processes in their interaction with photons: 
Absorption, spontaneous emission and stimulated emission. 
Absorption occurs when a photon excites an electron from its current energy level to a higher 
level. The energy increase of the electron is equal to the photon energy as the photon is entirely absorbed 
in this process. In the case of semiconductors photons of energy less than the bandgap of the 
semiconductor are not normally absorbed as there are no states within the bandgap for electrons in the 
valence band to be excited to. The exception is at specific energies where electrons are excited to and 
from impurity levels within the bandgap, and so absorption spectroscopy is a useful tool to determine the 
existence and energy levels of impurity bands within a semiconductor. Absorption of photons with 
energy >E g can occur freely in direct gap semiconductors. These are semiconductors in which the minima 
of the conduction band as displayed on an E-k diagram occurs at the same k-value as the maxima of the 
valence band, since photons have negligible momentum compared to electrons and so can only directly 
cause vertical transitions on an E-k diagram due to conservation of momentum. In the case of indirect gap 
semiconductors the conduction band minima is displaced in k-space, so electronic transitions from the 
valence band to the conduction band require a significant Ak, which cannot be met by a photon so a 
phonon (see later) is required to interact with the electron in order to conserve momentum. The 
requirement of two waveforms simultaneously interacting with the electron severely reduces the bandgap 
absorption of indirect bandgap semiconductors. However, when the photon energies become equal or 
greater than the T point bandgap direct absorption can occur in indirect bandgap semiconductors. 
On a macroscopic scale the absorption of light occurs as an exponential drop in intensity as the 
light penetrates into the material according to the Beer Lambert law: 
I = lQea(")X 
(2.18) 
Where the coefficient of absorption a can be determined from Fermi's golden rule. 
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Figure 2.7: Optical absorption in a semiconductor. 
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Figure 2.8: Direct and indirect bandgap semiconductor absorption. 
Spontaneous emission occurs when an electron drops from a higher energy state to a lower one, 
giving off a photon of energy equal to the drop in energy of the electron. As with absorption, the energies 
of the photons involved are dependent upon the bandgap of the semiconductor and on the energy levels of 
any dopants in the semiconductor; 
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Figure 2.9: Spontaneous emission in a semiconductor 
Stimulated emission occurs when a photon, of energy equal to a specific optical transition in the 
semiconductor, passes close to an excited electron, causing it to undergo the optical transition, losing 
energy and creating a second photon of the same phase, energy and polarisation as the first. This process 
is most relevant to semiconductor lasers and requires a carefully maintained population inversion i f the 
process is to be self-propagating. It is of little direct use in characterisation. 
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Figure 2.10: Stimulated emission in a semiconductor. 
Although not a radiative recombination mechanism, Auger recombination should be mentioned 
here since it is a significant recombination mechanism in semiconductors which competes with radiative 
processes. It occurs when an electron moves from the conduction to the valence band to recombine with a 
hole, and instead of emitting a photon it either promotes another conduction band electron into a higher 
energy state or moves a hole from the heavy hole valence band to the light hole valence band such mat 
energy and wavevector are conserved (see figure 2.11). In n-type material Auger processes involving 
three electrons and one hole are more probable; likewise in p-type material the heavy hole-light hole 
transition is more probable. Auger recombination has a thermal activation energy dependent upon the 
bandgap of the material so it becomes a more dominant mechanism in narrow-gap semiconductors. In 
semiconductors with relatively large bandgaps such as CdTe auger processes are not dominant. 
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Figure 2.11: Auger recombination. 
2.6 Of Phonons and Excitons 
Phonons are thermally induced vibrations in the crystal lattice of a semiconductor or other 
crystalline structure. They have much lower energies but higher wavevectors than photons, thus phonon 
interactions are described on E-k diagrams as near horizontal movements of electrons (see figure 2.8). 
Phonons can be described as solutions to the equation for a series of coupled harmonic oscillators: 
T T T T 
ml m2 ml m2 
\ L 4/ NI' X' 
Figure 2.12: Vibrating linked atoms causing phonons. 
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Taking only one dimension (from which three-dimensional solutions can be easily extrapolated) we have 
for the 2nth atom in a diatomic chain: 
m. 
d2U In _ 
dt2 = P ( U 2 n + i + U 2 n _ t + 2 U 2 n ) 
Where U2„ is the displacement of the 2nth atom in the chain, 
m is the mass of the atom and p is a function. 
Also for the (2n+l)th atom: 
(2.19) 
m 
d2U. 2n+l 
2 dt2 
= P ( U 2 n + 2 + U 2 n + 2 U 2 n J 
(2.20) 
The solution to these equations can be written as a travelling wave of form: 
u2n =uae 
i(2nqa-wt) 
(2.21) 
And: 
U2n+\ = U b e ' 
— ii ^((.^n+^qa-wt) 
(2.22) 
Solutions can be found for a> by using the determinants of the simultaneous equations of motion for the 
oscillators. This gives: 
m = 
( 1 1 1 '\_ 1 ^ 
H + — m2) V m2) 
4 s in 2 (qa) 
(2.23) 
Since the energy of the phonon depends upon its frequency a>, which is a function of wavevector 
q, we can draw an E-q diagram for phonons. It can be seen from equations 2.21 and 2.22 that the E-q 
relation is repeated every q=2n/a and so can be represented in 2D and 3D by the first Brillouin zone in the 
same way as the solutions for the electron energy levels. 
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Figure 2.13: E-q diagram for phonons. 
The two possible solutions for each q value in equation (2.22) lead to the two modes shown in figure 
2.13, acoustic and optical. Physically acoustic modes involve all adjacent atoms oscillating in phase with 
each other whereas optical modes involve adjacent atoms being totally out of phase with each other, thus 
making all atoms of the same mass in phase. A further splitting of phonon modes occurs by considering 
that longitudinally oscillating phonons wil l have a different E-q relationship to transverse phonons. In real 
three-dimensional semiconductors anisotropy may wither split the transverse phonon modes. 
As optical branch phonons have a finite energy as q=0 is approached on an E-q diagram they are 
able to couple with photons and excitons (see below). For the purposes of high resolution 
photoluminescence this can lead to the creation of phonon replicas of excitonic luminescence features 
with energies lower than the primary feature by a set amount dependent upon the crystal structure of the 
semiconductor. 
Free excitons occur when a free electron in the conduction band becomes bound to a hole in the 
valence band via the coulomb attraction, forming a loosely bound electron-hole pair with some similar 
properties to a hydrogen atom. The binding energy of the exciton can be approximated from the 
hydrogenic model 1 7 ' as: 
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m0e n 2M 
(2.24) 
Where u is the reduced mass, M and k are the net mass and wavevector of the exciton and n is its 
principal quantum number. 
Excitons can be spatially bound in the vicinity of a neutral or ionised donor or acceptor impurity. 
The perturbation to the crystal potential caused by the impurity acts to localise the exciton. The binding 
energies of excitons, typically between 1 meV and 200 meV, do riot substantially change the optical 
transition energies observed in most semiconductors. However, the exciton binding does have a 
substantial effect on the transition probabilities for electron-hole pairs. At low temperatures and in 
semiconductors relatively free of deep level traps, excitonic effects dominate the near bandgap optical 
properties due to the high probability of exciton formation from the semiconductors free charge carriers. 
However, due to the aforementioned small binding energies, excitons are easily dissociated by thermal 
processes or distortions in the crystal lattice and so are not observed at room temperature or in very 
impure semiconductors. 
2.7 Of Junctions and Semiconductor Devices 
When a p-type semiconductor comes into direct contact with an n-type semiconductor, a p-n 
junction is formed. In the region of this junction, free electrons from the n-type semiconductor move 
across the junction to fill the holes in the~p -^ryjpe "semiconductor. This causes am equilibrium condition 
where there arc no free charge carriers near the junction, and there is a strong electrostatic potential across 
it. The p-n junction forms the basis for most of the important semiconductor devices including diodes, 
transistors arid photovoltaics. 
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Figure 2.11: A p-n junction from an energy band viewpoint 
Junctions can be sub-divided into homojunctions (a single piece of semiconductor with different 
doping applied to different parts) or heterojunctions (two different semiconductors in direct contact). Any 
basic p-n junction wil l have the clearly identifiable electrical characteristic of non-ohmic current flow. 
When a potential V is applied to the junction in such a direction as to tend to move electrons from the n-
type material to the p-type material (forward bias), the internal field is reduced and current wi l l flow 
through the junction in a non-ohmic fashion: 
f eV 
J = Js ekT-1 
V J 
(2.25) 
Where J s is the minority carrier drift current, given by; 
eDnp eD.n pf nO n"pO 
n 
(2.26) 
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Where D p and D„ are the hole and electron diffusion coefficients, Lp and L„ are the carrier drift lengths 
and p n 0 and npo are the equilibrium minority carrier concentrations in the n and p type regions 
respectively. 
I f the direction of the applied potential is reversed so that it attempts to force electrons through from the 
p-type material to the n-type (reverse bias), the internal field is increased and current wil l not flow until a 
limiting potential is reached (breakdown voltage, Vb) at which point the applied field overcomes the 
internal field and current flows. 
J 
Vb 
V 
Figure 2.12: Generic J-V characteristics of a p-n junction. 
As well as the obvious use of allowing current to flow in only one direction (a diode), p-n 
junctions can also be used to detect radiation and generate electrical power by allowing incoming photons 
to excite electrons across the junction, n-p-n junctions can be used to form transistors by only allowing 
current flow when charge carriers are injected into the central semiconductor layer. 
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2.8 Of Photoluminescence Spectroscopy 
Photoluminescence spectroscopy is the primary tool used in this thesis for characterisation of 
semiconductor devices. In principle this involves exciting electrons into the conduction band of the 
semiconductor being studied by use of light of photon energy hu>E g. Thermal processes rapidly move 
electrons towards the bottom of the conduction band, at which point they can form excitons and 
recombine with valence band holes, emitting a photon of energy hu=E g-E e x. Neutral or ionised donor and 
acceptor states in the semiconductor can trap excitons at their spatially localised sites, causing 
recombination that gives photons of characteristically lower energy dependant upon the position of the 
donor or acceptor band within the bandgap (known as D°X, A°X, D*X and A'X transitions). Non-
excitonic versions of the above transitions can also occur, for example the recombination of a free 
electron with a hole bound to an acceptor. I f the density of impurity states is high enough recombinations 
between an electron bound at a donor and a hole bound at an acceptor can occur directly, known as 
Donor-Acceptor Pair (DAP) transitions, having characteristically lower energy than the D°X/A°X etc. 
transitions. 
Transitions responsible for the above PL peaks can also create phonon replicas. These are 
emission peaks created when an electron and hole recombine and also interact with one or more lattice 
phonons, causing the peak positions to shift by an integer number times the characteristic phonon energy 
for zero wavevector. In direct bandgap materials the recombination process involves much less change of 
wavevector than the phonon wavevector, so the process wil l only couple to optical branch phonons which 
have non-zero energies as their wavevector approaches zero. In most semiconductor optical processes 
coupling is preferentially with longitudinal optical (LO) phonons and causes phonon replicas of lower 
energy than the original peak. 
The parameter for coupling between photons and phonons is known as the Huang-Rees 
parameter, S, which can be defined as the average number of phonons emitted by an excited state in order 
to return to its ground state. In the low temperature regime k T « E o 1 2 1 this parameter can be determined 
from the phonon replica spectrum of a specific PL peak by fitting to an appropriate formula'3'. 
t=oo 1 
k\ \ + (hv-E0+ kEL0) Ir *=0 
(2.27) 
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Where E 0 is the energy of the zero phonon line, ELo is the lattice LO phonon energy and T is the 
lineshape broadening parameter. 
The lineshapes of PL emissions are determined by two main factors. The first is the probabilistic 
nature of spontaneous emission. For a system obeying Fermi-Dirac statistics this gives a Lorentzian 
(homogeneous) profile for the emission peak, of generic form: 
/ = d 
*" (m-mcf+A (2.28) 
Where coc depends on the energy levels of the centre causing the peak and A is a constant dependant upon 
the recombination lifetime of the centre. This type of emission peak is then modified by a gaussian 
function due to perturbations in the crystal lattice caused by impurities and defects. This broadens the 
lorentzian emission profile according to: 
(ZET) 
(2.29) 
In all but the most pure semiconductors the gaussian (inhomogeneous) broadening is the 
dominant mechanism for the majority of observed PL peaks. 
The dependence of near band edge PL emission on exciting intensity has been known for some 
time to vary empirically according to 
A P L ^ L excitation 
(2.30) 
The value of k is dependent upon the type of recombination process responsible for the PL emission peak. 
Donor-acceptor pair transitions have the lowest k values (~0.2), followed by the non-excitonic free-bound 
transitions (k~0.7). Free exciton recombination has a k value of unity. Excitons bound at donors or 
acceptors have the highest k values (-1.5). Thus intensity dependant analysis can help identify the 
mechanisms behind PL emission peaks. A more rigorous analysis of intensity dependence is possible by 
considering the detailed balance of the system as done in 1 4 1 . However, such a study wil l not be entered 
into here. 
The temperature dependence of excitonic PL emissions can also provide information about the 
centres responsible for specific features in PL spectra. I f we assume that an electron-hole pair (exciton) is 
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bound at some unknown centre with a ground state E 0 and several excited states Ei , E 2 ... at which the 
pair become dissociated, following the model of Bimberg et a l 1 5 1 , Maxwell-Boltzman statistics give us: 
f n \ ( £ j - g o ) 
_ _ £ . g kT 
\ a o ) 
(2.31) 
Where N x and N 0 are the populations of the excited states and the ground state respectively. a x and a 0 are 
the degeneracy factors of the states. Solving for the total number of excitons within all the levels (Ng) we 
obtain: 
N g = N 0 1 + 
a, 
e kT + e kT +. 
(2.32) 
Re-arranging and replacing ax/oto with constants C x and substituting E T x =E x -E 0 we obtain: 
ETI E T 1 
1 + C,e kT +C2e kT +. 
- i - i 
(2.33) 
I f we make the assumption that the total number of excitons in the set of states described above 
does not change significantly with temperature then we can say that, since the fraction N(/N g is the 
fraction of the excitons available to recombine radiatively, and since at T=0, N 0 =N g : 
1 + C,e kT +C2e kT +. 
(2.34) 
Where I 0 is the intensity of the PL emission peak at absolute zero. Bimbergs finding was that a system 
with two excited states gave predictions for temperature dependence which closely matched his 
experimental results. Thus by algorithmic fitting of this equation to an Arrhenius plot (a plot of 1/T 
against log(intensity)) the activation energies E T x of the centre responsible for the recombination can be 
determined. A more rigorous analysis of the detailed balance equation, as done by Zimmerman et a f 6 \ 
yields an additional temperature dependence of T 3 / 2 in the C n pre-factors due to the effective density of 
states of free excitons. 
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3 Experimental 
3.1 Apparatus Setup - Photoluminescence 
The apparatus used for the majority of the measurements is fairly standard fare for most up to date low 
temperature PL labs. Photoluminescence excitation was achieved using a Coherent Innova 400 
continuous wave (CW) argon ion laser. This emits laser radiation at several visible wavelengths in the 
blue/green end of the spectrum. Initially using stacked dielectric filters three useful wavelengths of light 
could be selected: 514.5nm green, 488nm blue and 457.9nm deep blue. For the later sections of this 
thesis, however, the single-line filters were replaced by a single tuneable prism based wavelength 
selector. The laser used is capable of power output of up to 30W. A 50:1 beamsplitter was used as the 
first mirror to give practical beam power range of 0-600mW for photoluminescence. After wavelength 
selection, the beam passed through a series of interchangeable neutral density filters, allowing the power 
of the beam to be more conveniently controlled. Net optical density of the filters could be varied from 
0.08 to 2.54, causing attenuation of the laser beam between 17% and 99.7%. After being redirected for 
convenience by a couple of further mirrors, the laser beam was then trimmed using an adjustable aperture 
and focussed onto the sample mounted inside the cryostat. The laser spot size when focussed was 
typically 0.5mm diameter. Excited luminescence emitted through the same window that the laser beam 
entered was then focussed onto the monochromator as wi l l be discussed later. Long wavelength pass 
filters were used to remove the reflected and scattered laser beam from the spectrum to avoid swamping. 
Luminescence spectra were taken using a Bentham TM300 monochromator coupled to a Peltier cooled 
EG&G silicon photodiode array. These were operated by a PC using control software developed at 
Durham. 
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Figure 3.1: Optical Layout for Photoluminescence 
Initially light was collected from the sample and focused on the monochromator entrance slit by a single 
lens labeled A in figure 3.1. In order to maximise the light collection efficiency it was later decided to 
replace this with a pair of lenses (labeled B in figure 3.1). This allows the primary lens to be placed much 
closer to the sample (its focal length, 10cm away) as it produces a parallel beam of light from a point 
source, which is then focussed back to a point on the monochromator slits by the secondary lens (focal 
length 20cm). This minimizes the light wasted from the sample by making arcs A and B of figure 3.2 of 
similar subtension. As can be seen in figure 3.2, the difference in subtension between these two arcs need 
only be large enough for the laser beam to come in to hit the sample. However i f the cryostat is to be 
moved in order to play the beam across the surface of the sample as was necessary for many of my 
readings then the difference between arcs A and B must be large enough to accommodate the motion. 
Arrangement B also allowed f-number matching of the luminescence incident on the monochromator for 
maximum throughput. 
O 
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Figure 3.2: Optimising light collection 
The positioning of a second low pass filter midway between the cryostat and the monochromator was to 
eliminate the possibility of room temperature luminescence from the low pass filters influencing the 
spectra in the case of very faintly luminescent samples where the slit width and exposure times for the 
monochromator are set very high. Regardless of lens configuration, the luminescence from the sample 
(including diffused laser light) is at its most diffuse mid way between the cryostat and the 
monochromator. Any lurninescence thus emitted from the filter wi l l then for the most part not be focussed 
onto the entrance slits of the monochromator. 
3.2 Electroluminescence 
In order to attempt to obtain electroluminescence (EL) from functional CdTe/CdS solar cells, the cells 
were placed in the cryostat as for photolurninescence measurements with the sample in a front surface 
configuration (glass side facing the monochromator). Fine (0.1mm) copper wires were used with silver 
paint to provide electrical connection to the back surface of the cells (which had in this case already had a 
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gold back contact evaporated on) and to the transparent Sn0 2 front contact which was exposed by 
manually scraping away some of the CdTe (though not in the contacted region in order to avoid causing a 
short circuit). A Keithley 2400 digital source meter was programmed to generate forward bias 10 volt 
pulses of 10ms duration with a 1/10 duty cycle. This was the high speed limit of the equipment used. 
Large monochromator slit widths (typically several mm) and long exposure times (up to 5 minutes) were 
used to enhance the EL signal as much as possible. Even so, the EL response was very faint in all of the 
samples studied by this method. 
33 Sample Mounting 
For all low temperature work including photoluminescence, electroluminescence and far infrared 
absorption measurements the samples being studied were mounted in a Leybold closed cycle helium 
cryostat. This uses a helium pump to cool a cold finger on which the sample is mounted, encased in a 
vacuum. It is capable of achieving temperatures of 10K, which was the standard temperature used for low 
temperature measurements. The samples were mounted on the cold finger using the flexible rubberoid 
mounting technique. In this case the rubberoid adhesive used was Cow gum, which maintains a 
reasonable degree of flexibility at 10 kelvin, minimising stress on the sample. The cold ringer contained a 
hole through which absorption measurements could be taken. Four optical windows were fitted to the 
cryostat vacuum jacket in two opposing pairs: a pair of sapphire windows (transmission range 150 nm-
6000 nm) for visible and near infra red spectroscopy, and a pair of thallium bromo-iodide windows for far 
infra red measurements. The head could be rotated so that either pair of windows was in line with the cold 
finger. See figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3: The Cryostat head 
3.4 Equipment Calibration 
As has been mentioned previously, a turreted monochromator coupled to a diode array was used to record 
all PL and EL spectra obtained. This principally operates using concave mirrors to cause a focussed point 
of light on the entrance slits to fall as a parallel beam onto a reflective diffraction grating mounted on a 
central turret. The diffracted beam is then directed on to the Si diode array, so that different individual 
diodes are illuminated by different wavelengths of diffracted light (see figure 3.1). The triangular nature 
of the central turret allows it to hold three different diffraction grating, any of which can be rotated into 
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position by a high-accuracy computer controlled stepper motor. For the experiments described in this 
thesis, two gratings were used. For low-detail spectra a grating of density 150 lines/mm was used, giving 
a spectral range of ~400nm per scan at optical wavelengths, and a resolution of ~ lnm. For high, resolution 
spectra, a grating of 1200 lines/mm was used, giving ~60nm coverage per scan with a resolution of 
0.25nm. These gratings were calibrated by comparison to known laser lines (both from the argon ion laser 
and a 632.8nm HeNe laser) and spectral lines of Na, Xe, Hg and Cd lamps. In the case of the 150 line 
grating, it was assumed that the dispersion (that is, the relationship between pixel number illuminated and 
wavelength of iUuminating light) was constant across the diode array for a given position of the 
diffraction grating (given by the "centre wavelength" of the diffraction grating) and varied linearly with 
centre wavelength. Thus we have a formula: 
, (512 -n)(ac + b) 
A — c . 
1024 
(3.1) 
Where c is the centre wavelength of the grating (c was calibrated separately as a function of the number 
of steps on the stepper motor), n is the nth pixel of the 1024 pixel array and a and b are constants which 
determine the variation of dispersion with centre wavelength. This approach was found to give calibration 
to within an acceptable accuracy (lnm) compared to the resolution of the grating. 
For the 1200 line grating however a more accurate approach was needed. The dispersion was assumed to 
vary as a function of wavelength and was not assumed to be constant across the diode array. This 
variation was most accurately modeled by a second order polynomial (see figure 3.4). Integrating up and 
applying error functions to account for differences between this formula and actual measurements we 
obtain a third order polynomial relating wavelength to the pixel number and the centre wavelength. These 
calibrations were periodically checked to ensure that drifting had not occurred. 
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Dispersion variation with central wavelength - 1200mm-1 grating 
7 
y = -2.08E-8X -1.49E-6X +0.0659, R7.83E-4, max dev:0.00171 
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Figure 3.4:Dispersion on 1200 line grating as a function of wavelength 
Laser power was measured using a Molectron powermax 500D laser power meter, connected to a PM10 
thermal probe positioned after the aperture in figure 3.1 in order to give the net power incident on the 
sample. The laser spot diameter was manually measured to be ~0.5mm on the sample by replacing the 
cryostat with a ruler. 
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4 Studies of a Single Crystal Boule of CdTe 
4.1 Introduction 
I I - V I semiconductors have an extensive range of applications, especially in the field of radiation 
detection. Combined with mercury and zinc, CdTe films can be used to form infra-red and X-ray detectors 
respectively. CdTe single crystals, due to their relatively high bandgap and high atomic numbers (meaning 
high stopping power) can be used to make gamma ray detectors [1]. CdTe based gamma ray and high energy 
X-ray detectors have found extensive applications in the field of medicine. When a gamma ray strikes the 
CdTe crystal lattice, it causes the generation of free carriers via several effects including photoelectric 
absorption, Compton scattering and pair production. I t has been found experimentally [1] that approximately 
4.5eV(~3Eg) of gamma ray energy are used creating each free electron/hole pair. These free carriers can then 
be detected either by an external amplifier circuit with an applied bias coupled to a multi-channel analyser, or 
by forming an effective p-n junction within the CdTe in order to create a photovoltaic cell and measuring the 
current produced. This method is simpler and cheaper than using an amplifier and does not suffer problems 
with high count rates, however, it does not produce an energy spectrum as the output current is a product of 
both count rate and gamma ray energy. 
In both of the above cases, one of the major limiting factors on device performance is the carrier 
lifetime. Recombination centres induced by impurities or defects in the crystal lattice reduce the number of 
excited carriers that reach the detection system. Also, defect levels can trap and release the carriers, causing a 
broadening out of the detected pulses due to gamma ray incidence. Thirdly, impurities can decrease the 
resistance of the CdTe crystal, reducing the bias voltage that can be applied to it without causing an avalanche 
current. Thus a process able to produce bulk CdTe crystals of high purity and resistivity would allow 
fabrication of detectors with higher resolution and sensitivity than are currently available. 
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Figure 4.1: A CdTe crystal gamma ray detector 
The growth of high purity CdTe crystals using a new "Multi-Tube seeded vapour growth technique" 
has produced single crystals of unprecedented size. Mullins et al [2] working at Durham have produced a 
crystal of 49mm diameter grown on a [111] oriented CdZnTe substrate. The electronic band structure of this 
crystal can be partially characterised by use of photoluminescence (PL) measurements [3, 4]. This provides 
information about the purity of the sample and the dominant electronic transitions [5]. 
4.2 Experimental 
The Photoluminescence equipment was set up in the normal configuration (as in figure 3.1) for all 
readings on the CdTe crystal. 
In order to study the variation of P L spectra with position in the crystal boule, and taking into account the 
need to minimise required data readings (as taking readings from every spatial point in a three dimensional 
structure is absurdly time consuming), the crystal boule was initially cleaved in half using a high R P M 
diamond saw. From one half of the crystal wafers were cut, running from the center of the boule to the edge. 
One side of the wafers was then polished down to remove damage caused by the saw. It is on one of these 
wafers that P L was performed. Therefore, if the composition of the crystal is assumed to have rotational 
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symmetry about a vertical axis through its center all relevant data can be obtained from the one representative 
wafer used. PL measurements were taken at a regular array of points on the surface of the wafer as shown: 
Slice taken from centre to edge of crystal boule 
•~25mrri 
Surface 
Laser scans 
Centre of 
boule 4mm 
Edge of 
Boule 
Substrate Q111}B Cd Zn Te (< 1mm thick)) 
Figure 4.2: PL points on wafer cut from the CdTe crystal boule. 
Photoluminescence measurements were taken using the 457.9nm emission line of the laser at a 
standard power density of 5.6mWmm"2. Due to the exceptionally high quality of the sample a diffraction 
grating of density 1200 lines/mm was used, giving a spectral resolution of 0.2nm with a single scan width of 
approximately 60nm. This required three overlapping scans to be taken to cover the 780-900nm range over 
which PL features were observed. PL measurements were taken every 4mm along the long axis of the slice 
(from edge to center of the boule), and every 0.5mm from substrate to surface. Once a set of spatially resolved 
readings on the crystal boule had been obtained and the major emission peaks identified (see results section), 
temperature and intensity dependent analysis were used at locations where specific peaks were most intense in 
order to further characterize them. Temperature dependence was achieved by using a heating circuit and 
temperature sensor mounted on the cold finger of the cryostat linked to a Eurotherm controller. This allowed 
the temperature of the cold finger to be varied between 10K and 350K. About 5 minutes were allowed 
between readings for the temperature of the sample to stabilize. Intensity dependence was achieved by using a 
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daisywheel set of neutral density optical filters, allowing optical densities from 0.08 to 3.04 in steps of 0.2, 
giving a practical range of illumination power densities of 4.7 - 0.0051 mWmm' 2. 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
Photoluminescence was obtained from all regions of the sample. A typical spectrum identifying most 
of the significant peaks observed is shown below: 
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Figure 4.3: Typical PL spectrum from the crystal boule 
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As can be seen, the PL spectrum is rich in near band edge (NBE) features, which indicates a high 
overall quality of material and relative freedom from defects. The free exciton peak (1.598eV) is small 
compared to the acceptor bound exciton decay [6, 7] peak at 1.59eV. The 1.59eV peak exhibits a small ful l -
width half-maximum (FWHM) of typically 3 meV throughout the sample. A shoulder on the high energy side 
of this peak at 1.5946eV is to be expected due to donor bound exciton decay [6, 8], but is not clearly observed 
in this sample, suggesting that the material is p type [8], The 1.548eV electron-acceptor peak and the 1.54eV 
donor-acceptor pair (DAP) peak are well known in the literature and sometimes attributed to the presence of 
chlorine [8, 9]. longitudinal optical (LO) phonon replicas of these peaks as well as of the acceptor bound 
exciton peak are clearly visible at energies 21.21meV lower than the original peaks, which corresponds to the 
known q=0 energy of the LO phonons of CdTe [10]. The peak at 1.577eV remains largely unidentified, but it 
is of the correct energy (although not the expected size) to be the LO phonon replica of the free exciton peak. 
Giles-Taylor et al [4] observe a similar peak in bulk CdTe, but do not offer an explanation for it. The 1.476eV 
peak (and its faint series of phonon replicas) correspond to the expected energy for " Y " luminescence [11]. 
This is thought to be caused by recombination of excitons trapped at glide dislocations in the CdTe. 
In addition to the peaks shown on figure 3, a further low energy broad peak was observed at 1.51eV in 
certain regions of the sample. The origin of this peak is as yet unknown but it is associated with the region of 
the sample near the CdZnTe substrate that showed the lowest NBE PL yield and thus the highest 
defect/impurity concentrations. The absence of the broad " A " center peak centered around 1.48eV observed 
in the samples studied in chapters 5 and 6 suggests (by comparison with the studies of Shin [8]) that the 
sample contains less than 25ppm chlorine contamination. 
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Figure 4.8: PL spectra as a function of position Y=22.5mm from edge of boule 
Figures 4.4-4.8 summarize the spatially resolved PL data across the surface of the boule. It can 
clearly be seen that in the bottom millimeter of the sample (corresponding to the CdZnTe substrate region) 
there is a distinct shift to higher energies of all spectral features. This shift, of approximately lOOmeV, can be 
attributed to the presence of Zinc from the substrate causing an increase of the bandgap [12, 13]. The 1.5 leV 
broadband peak can also be seen to a greater or lesser extent near the interface in all sets of spectra (faintest in 
figure 4.7, which has the most intense near band edge peaks). 
The relative PL intensity of the near band edge (NBE) luminescence (compared to net PL intensity) 
can be plotted as a function of position on the surface of the wafer. This gives an indication of the quality of 
the crystal in terms of defects and nonradiative recombination centers [5, 14]. In this case we have defined 
NBE luminescence as that with photon energies of greater than 1.583eV. PL observed at lower energies can 
be accounted for by Free-bound recombination, DAP recombination and recombination at defects. 
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As can be seen from figure 4.9, die quality of the material is poorest near the substrate, where surface 
impurities, strain related defects and recombination sites due to the presence of Zinc can all propagate from 
the substrate to the grown crystal. The region of highest observed crystal quality is in the region 2.5-4 mm 
above the substrate (approximately in the vertical center of the crystal) and 16mm from the center of the boule 
(slightly closer to the outer edge). A region of extremely poor crystal quality is also observed 12mm from the 
center of the boule and near the top surface of the crystal. Figure 4.10 shows net PL intensities as a function 
of position across the surface of the wafer. It can clearly be seen that regions of poor crystal quality 
correspond to low overall PL intensities and vice versa; meaning that the presence of PL peaks with energies 
of less than 1.583eV indicate the existence of other non-radiative recombination routes. 
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Figure 4.11 shows the variation of intensity of the observed PL peaks as a function of the applied laser 
excitation intensity. Using the relationship 
T or 
A P L 1 excitation 
(4.1) 
(see theory section p 33) the k value associated with each PL peak can be found, and thus the nature of the 
recombination mechanism responsible can be determined. Although a more detailed analysis of excitation 
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power dependence by Schmidt et al [15] points towards deviation from this rule when the intensity is varied 
by many orders of magnitude, our results are limited to variation over only a few orders of magnitude so the 
above relationship can be expected to hold true. A plot of Log(PL peak intensity) versus total optical density 
of the filters deployed to control illumination intensity wi l l have a gradient of - k . The intensity of each 
individual peak was found using a computer peak fitting algorithm which deduced the total area under each 
peak. Due to the relatively low intensities of some of the peaks, relatively few data points could be obtained in 
most cases. 
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Figure 4.11: PL peak intensity as a function of illumination intensity. 
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The 1.59eV near band edge peak has a k value approaching unity. A k value of 1 [15-17] is normally 
observed in the case of free exciton decay or in the case where the exciting photon energy exactly matches the 
binding energy of the impurity responsible for a bound exciton decay. Since the exciting photon energy is 
substantially greater than the CdTe bandgap the latter is unlikely to be the case. Since the above value was 
obtained without attempting to separate out the effect of the free exciton peak (and possibly the donor bound 
exciton peak i f present) it is possible that the effect of these peaks is non-trivial. Using a computer fitting 
program (Peak-Fit) to separate out the 1.598eV peak from the 1.59eV peak, we obtain k values of 1.53 and 
1.44 respectively. 1.44 is what is expected for a bound exciton decay. The fact that the 1.598eV peak now has 
a k value greater than 1 can be attributed to the inherent difficulties in separating out the two peaks, with the 
smaller one suffering more greatly from any inaccuracy, and also the possible influence of the donor bound 
exciton peak which cannot be independently resolved. 
The 1.577eV peak has a k value of 1.13, which suggests its nature to be excitonic, as does the LO 
phonon replica of the 1.59eV peak at 1.5689eV. The 1.548eV peak has a surprisingly high k value 
considering its assignment as an electron-neutral acceptor decay, whereas the 1.54eV DAP peak has a k value 
less than 1, which is what is expected for a donor-acceptor pair recombination although it is still substantially 
greater than the k values for DAP recombinations reported by Schmidt [15]. The apparent increase in intensity 
of this peak on the last reading exemplifies the difficulties of separating out two overlapping peaks over a 
range of intensities. The 1.476eV peak (measured at a region of the sample where it is much more intense 
than in the example spectrum shown) also has a low k value, which is expected of a deep defect level 
although it is not strictly valid to analyze deep levels in this way. 
Figure 4.12 shows the variation of the intensity of the main excitonic emission line with temperature. 
Due to the inaccuracies involved in separating out the donor and acceptor bound exciton peaks from the free 
exciton peak, the net intensity of all three was plotted as a function of temperature (though the acceptor bound 
exciton peak is assumed to be dominant). No distinguishable spectra were observed above a temperature of 
40K. By plotting ln(I) against 1/T, the relationship [18] 
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1 + C,c k T +C 2 e k T +. 
(4.2) 
(see theory section)! should give us a series of gradients corresponding to the activation energies E T n o f the 
dissociation routes of the exciton. 
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Figure 4.12: Variation of near band edge peak intensity with temperature. 
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Over the range of temperatures used, the graph has only a single clear gradient, suggesting that the bound 
exciton has only one main route of dissociation. This is concurrent with the findings of Eggleston [19] who 
found two dissociation energies for bound excitons in polycrystalline CdTe, but the more energetic process 
was only dominant at temperatures above 40K and so cannot be observed in the results here. The value of 
6.4meV is below the known CdTe exciton binding energy of lOmeV [20]. The first mechanism of 
dissociation likely to be encountered as the temperature is increased from 10K is, according to Zimmerman et 
al[21] the thermal release of an exciton, 
( A ° X ) - > A ° + X 
(4.3) 
as this wil l (in most circumstances) have the lowest activation energy. The result obtained falls within the 
bounds of the known exciton binding energies [21] of several acceptors in CdTe, such as Cua (Et,=6.54meV), 
Lied (Eb=6.87meV) and NaCd (Eb=6.94meV). This model cannot be applied to the non-excitonic 
recombinations observed at energies less than 1.59eV. However, the behavior of thel.548eV and 1.54eV (eA° 
and DAP respectively) peaks as the temperature increases can be seen to follow the pattern observed by Dean 
[22] for the case of a free-bound recombination and a DAP recombination sharing a common acceptor. As can 
be seen in figure 4.13, the eA° peak becomes dominant as the temperature is increased. 
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Following the ideas of Dean [23], the 1.476eV " Y " luminescence emission is excitonic in nature, and thus a 
similar temperature dependent model can be applied as was applied to the near band edge peaks. Work done 
by Hildebrandt et al [11] suggests a relationship of the form 
l + C T 2 e k T 
(4.4) 
Where V(T) is the ratio of the Y luminescence peak to the excitonic near band edge peaks. Unfortunately in 
the sample studied the Y luminescence peak was significant only in regions where the near band edge peak 
was negligible, and vice versa, so an accurate ratio could not be obtained. 
Some of the observed peaks, most notably the 1.476eV " Y " luminescence peak and the 1.59eV 
acceptor bound exciton peak have clearly observable LO phonon replicas. By fitting the phonon replica 
spectrum to the formula 
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k\ \ + (hv-E0+kEw)2/T2 
(4.5) 
(see theory section) the Huang-Rhys phonon coupling parameter S can be determined, which gives a measure 
of the strength of the interaction between the electrons and the crystal lattice. Figure 4.14 shows the case of 
the 1.476eV peak and replica spectrum which gives a Huang-Rhys parameter of 0.15+0.01 (after the 
subtraction of a straight baseline to provide a reasonable fit) , somewhat smaller than the value of 0.2 observed 
by Dean et al [24]. 
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Figure 4.14: The 1.476eV " Y " luminescence peak and LO phonon replica spectrum 
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The same analysis was applied to the 1.59eV peak and its phonon replica at 1.569eV, giving a Huang-Rhys 
parameter of 0.04+0.003. The fact that the 1.476eV peak has much stronger lattice coupling than the near 
band edge excitonic feature suggests that it is related to a lattice defect. However, it is still relatively weak 
compared to k values for DAP and free-bound transitions (typically s=2-3), suggesting that the transition may 
still involve an exciton. 
4.4 Conclusions 
Photoluminescence characterization of the representative section of the CdTe crystal boule reveals a relatively 
pure, defect free crystal, dominated by near band edge excitonic recombination routes. The low FWHM of the 
main excitonic feature and the high ratio of excitonic to deep level luminescent emission confirm that the 
boule is of high material quality. Temperature dependent PL confirms that the main excitonic recombination 
route is an acceptor bound exciton recombination (AoX), suggesting that the material may be p type. Further 
PL emission peaks such as the eA°, DAP and " Y " luminescence have been identified by comparison to the 
literature and verified by temperature and intensity dependent measurments. The "best" quality region of the 
crystal, based on net PL intensity and the ratio of near band edge to deep level luminescence (which were 
found to correlate) is midway between the substrate and the top surface, and midway between the center and 
the outer edge of the boule. A shift of all PL peaks to higher energies is observed near the substrate, 
suggesting the diffusion of Zn from the Cd xZn t. xTe substrate. This effect is limited to the first millimeter of 
the sample. Determining the Huang-Rhys parameter from the phonon replica spectrum of the near band edge 
and " Y " luminescence features gives S=0.04 and S=0.15 respectively, suggesting that the " Y " luminescence 
is much more strongly coupled to the lattice than the near band edge emission. 
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5 Studies of Bevelled CdTe/CdS Solar Cells 
5.1 Introduction 
Currently the majority of the worlds electrical power is generated by the burning of fossil fuels. While in 
principle this is a renewable source of energy generated by the gradual decomposition of bio-matter beneath 
the planets surface, the immense timescales involved (65-2 million years [1]) mean that in practice these fuels 
are not renewable, at least not at the rates of current consumption. A further problem with such power sources 
is the atmospheric pollution generated by any large-scale combustive process (greenhouse gasses, acid rain 
due to sulphur emission). Nuclear (fission) power has its own safety, pollution and fuel limit issues as well. 
Although fusion power offers principally a source of virtually inexhaustible "clean" power, the technology is 
at best several decades away [2]. In order to maintain a readily available source of electrical power to the 
expanding world population over the next millenium mankind wi l l be forced to turn to more directly 
renewable sources of electrical power generation such as wind, tidal, biogas and solar power generation. One 
of the leading contenders for a source of readily available electrical power is the (photovoltaic) solar cell. 
Based on the principle of a p-n semiconductor junction exposed to sunlight causing the excitation of electrons 
which are separated from the holes by the junction field and thus forced round an external electrical circuit to 
maintain charge balance, the phototovoltaic effect was discovered by Bequerel in 1839 [3]. By 1877 [4] the 
effect was being exploited for light sensing purposes. The earliest practical power generating photovoltaics 
however were not invented until much later (1954, by Chapin et al [5] and Reynolds et al [6] ). For a more 
detailed history of photovoltaics see Boyle [ 7 ] . 
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Figure 5.1: Principle of a p-n junction solar cell. 
Over the past decades, Silicon has been the leading material for solar cells. Silicon is an 
indirect bandgap semiconductor and thus has a poor absorption of light, but due to the highly developed state 
of silicon technology (principally driven by its use in integrated circuits), silicon cells can be manufactured 
relatively cheaply and to high levels of efficiency (16-24% [8]). However, the fundamental problem of the 
indirect bandgap means that a large volume of silicon must be used in such devices to compensate for its poor 
absorption. Silicon is the second most abundant element on the planet next to oxygen, but refining it to 
electrical grade purities is an expensive process. Further, Silicons bandgap of 1.12eV is not ideally suited to 
the solar spectrum and while absorbing a large part of the available solar radiation it generates a relatively low 
voltage compared to the average energy of the incident photons, leading to a large energy pay back time. 
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Figure 5.2: The A M 1.5 solar spectrum with some semiconductor bandgaps shown (spectrum from NASA data 
as quoted by Farenbruch and Bube [9] and Edwards [8 ] ) . 
5.1.1 Thin f i lm cells 
Principally a cheaper alternative to silicon cells is the use of direct bandgap semiconductors. With 
much higher absorption coefficients (>105 cm"1 in the case of CdTe [10]) , the devices need only be microns 
thick in order to absorb all radiation that enters the device. Of the direct bandgap semiconductors, the IE-V 
material GaAs has produced the most impressive results. GaAs based cells have achieved efficiencies as high 
as 24%[11] in single junction devices and 35% [12] in a multijunction cell with GaSb. However, while such 
high efficiencies make GaAs cells ideal for utilities such as powering satellites, where the power to weight 
ratio is important, high manufacturing costs (generally GaAs cells are grown by single crystal epitaxy [13] ) 
make them a less appealing prospect for terrestrial applications. This problem can be partially solved by the 
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use of concentrator cells: arrays of mirrors focussing a light intensity of 100-1000 suns onto a single high 
efficiency solar panel. However, the geometry involved adds its own cost as well as being unsuitable for such 
applications as PVs on buildings. The attention of industry is now focussed on cells which, while less efficient 
on a watt per photon basis, are tolerant of relatively simple and cheap large area manufacturing processes. 
Two current leading direct gap semiconductor cells being researched for this purpose are copper indium di-
selenide cells and cadmium telluride/cadmium sulphide heterojunction solar cells. The solar cell research 
performed in this thesis is upon the latter type of solar cell. 
Cadmium telluride based solar cells have been around since the 1960s when CdTe homojunctions 
were used to create cells of efficiencies of up to 6% [14] . With the development of heterojunction technology 
and the CdS heterojunction in the early 1970s [15] efficiencies have gradually increased to 16% [16] in the 
lab, with best commercial large area efficiencies of around 10% [17], although theoretically the efficiency 
could be as high as 29% [18]. Currently the most efficient device configuration is that of a 5-10 urn thick 
polycrystalline CdTe absorber layer grown on a ~100nm thick polycrystalline CdS window layer grown on a 
transparent conducting oxide (TCO) front contact grown on a glass "superstrate" which forms the front of the 
device. A metalised back contact and rear encapsulation can then be applied to the back of the device. The 
bandgap of CdTe (1.5eV at room temperature) is well placed for absorbing most of the solar spectrum 
received at the surface of the earth while the CdS (Eg=2.5eV) lets through all light except deep blue/violet 
(due to the extreme thinness of the CdS layer, some light of hu>2.5eV can penetrate as far as the CdTe). 
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Figure 5.3: A CdTe/CdS solar cell (not to scale) 
This cell configuration has the advantage that a metallic front contact is not required, so the entire 
area of CdTe is useable (although there must be regular breaks in the CdTe layer to make an electrical 
connection to the TCO front contact). The cells are tolerant of a variety of deposition techniques for 
deploying the semiconductor layers, including chemical bath deposition (CBD), closed space sublimation 
(CSS), metallo-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), physical vapor deposition (PVD) and radio 
frequency sputtering [19]. However, there is one common factor required in all types of fabrication process 
mat produce efficient cells. Prior to the application of the back contact the cells must be annealed in a chlorine 
rich environment [20-22] (debatably the presence of oxygen is also required [23]). This increases device 
efficiency from a few percent to typically over 10%. The reason for this effect is not fully understood. Many 
observable effects of the chlorine anneal (normally CdCl 2 is used to provide a chlorine rich environment 
suitable for interaction with the cell materials) have been noted, these include: 
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Microstructural changes in the CdTe: [24] The CdCl 2 annealing process has been known to cause 
recovery (the moving of defects to form sub-grain boundaries), recrystallization and grain growth in the 
CdTe. Grain growth is not observed in large grained material [25] although the increase in efficiency is still 
observed. A roughening of the interface has been observed on CdCl 2 annealing [26], causing better light 
collection due to multiple reflections. A reduction in stress due to lattice mismatch between the CdTe and the 
CdS has also been observed [27], possibly due to the interdiffusion of S into the CdTe. 
Changes to the electrical characteristics: The anneal has been observed to convert the CdTe from n 
type to p type (thus increasing the definition of the electrical p-n junction) [17, 28], and to passivate the grain 
boundaries within the CdTe, reducing the density of recombination centers [29]. Both of these effects may 
contribute to an observed drop in the series resistance of the CdTe after the CdCl 2 anneal [30, 31]. Near the 
interface region the anneal has been observed to reduce the density of defects responsible for recombination 
losses. In addition the CdCl 2 process has been observed to promote the diffusion of sulphur into the CdTe 
layer [30] and enhance both the open circuit voltage (Voc) and short circuit current (Jsc) of the devices. It also 
changes the carrier transport mechanism from tunneling to thermally activated transport. 
It is certainly worth mentioning here that another critical limiting factor in the performance of 
CdTe/CdS solar cells is the application of a conducting back contact to the CdTe layer. Due to the high 
electron affinity of CdTe (4.5eV) any metallic contact will tend to form a diode like junction which wil l 
impede current flow. However, a detailed study of this problem wil l not be entered into in this thesis, and for 
more information I would suggest consulting Durose [24], Farenbruch [9] or Brinkman [32]. 
Using photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy in conjunction with electrical measurements and grain 
size analysis [33] we wil l gain further insights into the effects of the CdCl 2 anneal and the principal 
mechanism(s) by which it increases device performance. This wi l l be achieved by performing measurements 
on cells subjected to CdCl 2 anneals of varying duration, as well as studying untreated cells for reference. In 
addition, spatially resolved PL wil l be used to study the electronic bandstructure at different positions 
throughout the cells and time resolved PL wil l be used to study the carrier lifetimes. The possibility of 
obtaining low temperature electroluminescence spectra from the samples will also be explored. 
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5.2 Experimental 
5.2,1 Device Preparation 
The cells to be studied arrived from Antec GmbH in identical 25mmX25mm sections. Each section consisted 
of 2mm thick glass, followed by lOOnm transparent conducting oxide, 80nm CSS deposited CdS and lOum 
CSS deposited CdTe. The sections had not been subjected to a CdCl 2 anneal or the application of any form of 
back contact, with the exception of one section which had been annealed in CdCl 2 in air at Antec at 400°C for 
10 minutes. In the case of the sections that were to be CdCl 2 annealed, 60nm of CdCl 2 was vacuum 
evaporated onto the CdTe back surface of the sections. The sections were then placed into a furnace at 400°C 
open to the air for varying lengths of time before being rinsed with de-ionised water to remove remaining 
CdCl 2. Each section was then cleaved into two 25mm x 12.5mm samples using a tungsten scribing wheel. 
One sample from each section had a gold back contact vacuum evaporated onto it (after a brief etch in 
nitric/phosphoric acid mixture to remove surface oxides) and a section of CdTe removed to allow connection 
to the front contact using silver paint. These samples were used for electrical I-V characterization under 
illumination ( A M I .5 solar simulator, -lOOmWcm'2) and dark conditions. It is worth noting that gold is not an 
ideal back contact for a CdTe/CdS solar cell. Aside from forming a diode like junction as discussed earlier it 
is unstable over time as gold atoms migrate into the CdTe, effectively short circuiting the device. However, 
provided that the readings are taken within a short time of the contact evaporation (ideally the same day or 
next day) gold contacts are sufficient for a comparison of the samples electrical characteristics relative to each 
other. The gold contacts were 3mm in diameter and a mask was of the same dimensions was placed directly 
above the contacts as shown in figure 5.4 to minimize the effect of carriers being excited in uncontacted areas 
of the device and migrating through the CdTe to the contact, making the effective area of the device 
unknown. The electrical characterization was performed in collaboration with M.A.Cousins and the majority 
of the results wil l be found also in his thesis [33]. 
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Figure 5.4: The setup used for electrical characterization (not to scale). 
The other half of each section was (in the first instance) then polished manually with '/ium diamond 
paste until no surface morphology was observed on the CdTe under an optical microscope (the back CdTe 
surface of the samples as provided was rough, having surface morphology of the order of a micron in depth). 
At the risk of pre-empting the results, it should be said at this point that the PL from this first batch of samples 
suggested that the back surface polishing may have influenced the spectra substantially. In order to verify this 
a second batch of samples was prepared without the back surface polishing. The anneal times for this second 
series of sample were adjusted to focus around the region of greatest interest as revealed by the first series. 
The samples were then all bevel etched as described below. 
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5.2.2 Bevel Etching 
In order to study the properties of CdTe/CdS thin film photovoltaic cells by photoluminescence 
spectroscopy throughout the volume of the cells it is necessary to remove the outer CdTe down to the depth 
we wish to probe. This was done by means of a chemical bevel. The sample of solar cell material (without 
back contact) was attached to a glass slide and placed vertically into a cylinder and immersed in methanol. A 
solution comprising 5% Bromine, 72.5% Ethylene glycol and 22.5% Methanol by volume was the admitted to 
the bottom of the cylinder by an inlet valve, causing an interface between the bromine mixture and the 
methanol. The height of this interface could be controlled by varying the height of the cylinder via an electric 
motor while the bromine mixture reservoir was kept at a constant height (see figure 5.5). The liquid-liquid 
Cell being etched 
Methanol 
\ 
V 
\ 
/ 
Bromine/Ethylene Glycol mixture 
Left hand receptacle is attatched to a motor. 
As it is lowered the level of bromine mixture in 
left hand receptacle rises, immersing the cell. 
Figure 5.5: The bevel etching arrangement 
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interface was raised slowly over the solar cell sample until the bottom end of the sample was observed to have 
been completely dissolved (several test runs were required to determine the correct rate of interface 
movement so that the top of the sample was still above the interface while the bottom was completely 
dissolved). The cell was then removed and immediately rinsed in methanol to remove any remaining bromine 
mixture. 
The profile of the resulting bevel was taken using a Tencor instruments Alpha-Step 200 profiler after the 
photolurninescence characterisation had been done, by manually scraping a line through to the glass substrate 
using a scalpel along the path that the laser beam had travelled. The surface profiler was then used to measure 
the thickness of CdTe remaining as a function of position along the bevel. This highly destructive technique 
was made necessary by the fact that the surface profiler was unable to take single profiles along the entire 
length of the bevel due to range limitations. 
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Figure 5.6: Typical profile of a bevelled CdTe/CdS solar cell (untreated sample) 
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The photoluminescence spectra were taken along the length of the bevel (from fully etched to 
unetched) using the method described in the experimental techniques section. The PL was taken at 1 OK using 
the 150 line/mm diffraction grating and the 457.9nm laser excitation line (in order to excite above the CdS 
bandgap). The laser power density was lmWmm" 2 on average over a spot of 0.5mm diameter. Once the 
spectra had been taken for the whole range of samples, regions of specific interest were returned to and 
further spectra were taken for a range of illumination intensities. 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
The detailed results of the electron microscopy and grain size analysis are not mentioned here as they were 
not the work of the author of this thesis. For more detail see the thesis of Mike Cousins [33]. 
5.3.1 Electrical Characterisation 
Figure 5.7 shows the I-V curves (under standard illumination) for all the samples considered. The overall 
efficiency of a solar cell can be determined by finding its fill factor (FF), open circuit voltage and short circuit 
current. The fill factor is defined as the maximum area under the negative current/positive bias quadrant of the 
I-V curve that can be filled by a rectangle drawn from the origin to any point on the I-V curve as a fraction of 
the area of a rectangle drawn from the origin out to V K and J s c. In other words the maximum possible value of 
areas A/(A+B) on the upper graph of figure 5.7. The overall efficiency of a cell is defined as: 
V J FF 
Efficiency = 
Illu min ationPower 
(5.1) 
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Figure 5.7:1-V curves for samples under standard illumination with example of fill factor shown. 
The effects of the CdCl 2 anneal can be clearly seen in figure 5.7. The magnitudes of and J s c increase 
substantially as do the fill factors for all the annealed cells. The 10 and 20 minute annealed samples have 
significantly higher Voc and ] x values than the samples annealed for longer periods. These results are also 
summarised below in table 5.1. As can be seen, the 10 minute anneal is the most efficient, with efficiencies 
generally dropping of f with increasing anneal time. 
Table 5.1: Electrical characteristics of solar cells 
Anneal Time(Mins): Untreated 10 20 30 40 60 
Efficiency (%) 3.121 12.326 11.545 9.576 9.745 8.745 
Fill Factor (%) 30.801 55.657 51.156 53.179 52.956 49.748 
V o c ( V ) 0.550 0.702 0.720 0.668 0.643 0.620 
Isc (mA) -1.232 -2.110 -2.096 -1.804 -1.915 -1.897 
J s c (mA cmA-2) -18.418 -31.536 -31.336 -26.973 -28.620 -28.357 
Vmp ( V ) 0.295 0.495 0.548 0.495 0.445 0.445 
Jmp (mA cmA-2) -10.581 -24.901 -21.087 -19.346 -21.900 -19.652 
P m p (mW cmA-2) 3.121 12.326 11.545 9.576 9.745 8.745 
(VmpJmp and P m p are respectively voltage, current density and power output at the position of maximum 
power output on the I -V curve) 
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The fractional increase in J s c between the unannealed sample and the samples annealed for a short time 
(~75%) is greater than the fractional increase of Voc(~21%) suggesting a decrease in the series resistance of 
the sample as noted by Okamoto et al [30]. Both V o c and J s c then decrease by a similar fraction (-10%) 
towards longer annealing times. The sample annealed for 30 minutes had an anomalously low efficiency due 
to a low J s c and J m p . The reason for this is not known but as we wil l see later, it does agree with the PL results. 
5.3.2 Spatially Resolved Photoluminescence 
Figure 5.8 shows the variation in PL spectra for a typical CdCl 2 treated back surface polished sample. At the 
back surface a single broad peak is visible between 1.3 and 1.5 eV as well as a sharper peak to higher energies 
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Figure 5.8: PL spectrum as a function of depth into a typical sample 
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at 1.48eV. Between 400 and 4000nm into the sample the 1.48eV peak disappears. In some cases (to be 
discussed and shown explicitly later) the broad 1.3-1.5eV peak shifts to lower energies. The intensity of this 
peak tends to a maximum as the CdS layer is approached. As the CdS layer is reached we observe a spectrum 
consisting of two peaks of much higher energy (1.9-2.2eV and 2.53eV) due to the CdS. The spectra obtained 
from below the CdS layer were too broad and inconsistent to interpret meaningfully and are regarded as noise 
caused by the laser beam passing through the sample and striking the cryostat. Comparing the observed peaks 
with the observations of other authors, the 1.48eV peak can be assigned to " Y " luminescence caused by 
recombination of excitons localised at dislocations in the crystal lattice. Usually Te glide dislocations are 
quoted as the source of the peak [34] but work done by Seto et al [35] reveals the same peak induced by the 
strain field associated with Frenkel defects. The expected LO phonon replica structure of this peak is 
subsumed by the broad 1.3-1.5eV peak in most cases. However, in the case of the unannealed polished sample 
it is visible and can be measured to have a Huang-Rhys constant of S-0.4, suggesting a weak coupling to the 
lattice due to the extended nature of the exciton. The broad 1.3-1.5eV peak is usually attributed to a donor-
acceptor pair recombination between a cadmium vacancy complex acting as the acceptor and a shallow 
chlorine donor [30]. This band is generally found to dominate the PL spectrum in large grained material with 
a relatively high defect density and low carrier mobilities [36]. When seen in isolation this band has a 
pronounced phonon replica spectrum with Huang-Rhys parameter of -2.2. The fact that this spectrum is not 
observed here suggests the presence of other recombination mechanisms. References on the PL peaks of CdS 
in a thin film device are more rare, but the 2.53eV CdS peak can be tentatively assigned to a variety of near 
band-edge transitions shifted to lower energies by the bandgap reduction caused by diffusion of Te into the 
CdS (although Akimoto et al [37] attribute this peak to an Oxygen related donor-acceptor pair 
recombination). The lower energy " 0 " band peak between 1.9 and 2.2 eV has been attributed by various 
authors to Cd interstitials [38] and Te substitutionals on S lattice sites [39]. At no point on any of the samples 
studied is there a strong peak observed in the CdTe near band edge (NBE) region of ~1.59eV. Although this 
implies that the CdTe is not of the highest quality, it cannot be used as direct evidence of poor quality 
material. Bubulac et al [40] found that near band edge emission in polycrystalline CdTe arose from the sub 
grain boundaries due to perturbations in the crystal structure. The fact that the exciting laser radiation had an 
energy substantially greater than the CdTe bandgap in order to excite emission in the CdS also will tend to 
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cause NBE emissions to be weaker than i f a longer wavelength (eg. 488nm or 514.5nm) had been used. Weak 
near band edge emissions have also been associated with large grains [36] , and short optical lifetimes [41] . 
Figures 5.9-5.11 show a representative selection of PL spectra (polished and unpolished samples, 
unannealed, optimally annealed and annealed for excess time) from the back surface, mid bevel and near-
interface regions of the samples. 
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Figure 5.9: A selection of back surface spectra 
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As can be seen in figure 5.9, the 1.48eV peak is only visible at the back surface of the samples that had been 
subjected to the l/4um diamond paste polishing process prior to PL being performed. This is strong evidence 
that the 1.48eV peak is due to induced defects. The PL from the polished samples is also noticeably (almost 
exactly an order of magnitude) fainter than that from the unpolished samples, suggesting that significant 
nonradiative recombination routes are induced in the back surface of the samples by polishing. The CdCl 2 
anneal both increases the overall PL intensity and reduces the relative intensity of the 1.48eV peak, 
suggesting that it at least partially compensates for the damage done by polishing the samples. 
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Figure 5.10: A selection of mid bevel spectra 
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The 1.3-1.5eV peak has the smallest relative intensity at the back surface in the untreated samples. 
Its relative intensity increases with increasing CdCl 2 anneal time. This favours the explanation that the peak is 
mainly due to a chlorine related DAP transition as described previously. The fact that it is visible at all in the 
untreated samples suggests either that the PL spectrum is sensitive to traces of CI intrinsically present in the 
material [41] or that other mechanisms also contribute to this peak as mentioned previously (for example 
other shallow donor states causing recombination with the V C d acceptor complex). The reason that this peak is 
at lower energies in the 10 minute annealed polished sample is not known. The broadness of this peak and its 
lack of a fine structure, when compared to the work of Zanio [14] with In doped CdTe, suggests a defect 
concentration of >1018cm"3. This has been verified by Okamoto et al [30] by PL analysis. The peak present at 
1.51eV in the untreated, polished sample has been attributed in the past to bulk recombination from the centre 
of grains of CdTe [40, 42], The species responsible has not been conclusively identified but the fact that this 
peak is only visible in the polished, untreated sample suggests that it is related to lattice defects. In the case of 
the unpolished samples, a strong peak at 1.55eV is observed in the majority of the samples (notably however, 
not in the most efficient sample). This peak has been attributed (by various authors) to Cadmium vacancies 
[36, 43, 44], Oxygen related DAP transitions with 0 T e acting as a shallow acceptor [23, 37, 45] or to chlorine 
related transitions [46]. The fact that CdCb treatment seems to at least temporarily passivate the centre 
responsible for this peak rejects the latter explanation. 
Figure 5.10 shows the PL spectra of the same set of samples at a position along the bevel measured 
to correspond to approximately the centre of the device in each case. The disappearance of the 1.48eV and 
1.5 leV peaks is noted, as we are now too far below the back surface for the direct effects of the back surface 
polishing to be observed. The intensity of the 1.55eV peak in the unpolished samples is falling off. Eggleston 
et al [41] observe a similar peak in polycrystalline CdTe devices, but in that case the 1.55eV peak was found 
to increase in intensity as the interface was approached and was ascribed to an 0 T e acceptor state induced 
during the anneal. Since the peak is here observed in the untreated sample and not in the 10 minute annealed 
sample, this cannot be the case. It is possible that the 1.55eV peak is related to substitutional oxygen 
incorporated during the deposition of the CdTe layer (This layer was deposited by closed space sublimation, 
but a low vacuum or the presence of oxide impurities could account for the presence of oxygen) or later when 
the samples were exposed to air during transit from Antec. I f this is the case then the CdCl 2 treatment initially 
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passivates the 0 T e centres responsible, but with excess anneal times either the chlorine migrates further into 
the device or more oxygen is incorporated from the back surface causing the peak to appear again. 
Alternatively, the peak could be caused by excess tellurium at the 
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Figure 5.11: A selection of near interface spectra 
back surface causing cadmium vacancies from the back surface inwards. In either case the polishing of the 
samples completely destroys this peak by providing a preferred recombination route (the 1.48eV emission 
peak plus any non-radiative recombination routes induced). The 1.3-1.5eV peak now dominates the spectrum 
in all cases. The 10 minute polished sample shows significant redshifting of this peak compared to the others, 
which could be attributed to the diffusion of sulphur as wi l l be discussed later. With the exception of the 75 
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minute annealed unpolished sample the intensities of the polished and unpolished samples are more similar 
than at the back surface. 
Figure 5.11 shows the near-interface spectra for the same six representative samples. The 2.53eV 
peak is present in some samples and absent in others, obeying no clear rule. The 1.3-1.5eV peak can be seen 
in most samples. For the more efficient samples (most notably the 10 minute annealed samples but also in 
some of the samples annealed for longer times) this peak is shifted to lower energies. This is attributed to the 
diffusion of sulphur into the CdTe [26] causing a shift in the bandgap, and will be quantitatively analysed 
later. In all cases the spectra from the polished samples can be seen to be shifted to higher energy than the 
spectra from the equivalent unpolished samples by at least lOmeV. The reason for this is unknown though it 
may be associated with stress induced in the sample by polishing. The ratio of the 1.9eV-2.2eV CdS band to 
the 1.3eV-1.5eV CdTe band is smallest in the case of the untreated samples (regardless of polishing), which 
suggests there is less intermixing of the CdTe and CdS layers without the CdCl 2 treatment. Notable by its 
absence in all spectra is the 1.75eV "R" band observed by other authors [47] due to the diffusion of Te into 
the CdS layer. The presence of oxygen has been known to reduce the intensity of this peak in RF sputtered 
material [47]. The study by Kazlauskas et al [48] on single crystal CdS suggests that the 1.9eV-2.2eV peak 
intensity increases relative to the 1.75eV peak intensity for increasingly Cd rich (ie. S deficient) crystals. 
A more detailed summary of the variation in peak positions with depth through the samples is shown 
in figures 5.12 and 5.13. For clarity peaks of energy above 1.5eV (e.g. CdS related peaks) are not shown. The 
broad 1.3-1.5eV emission peak mentioned earlier can be seen to be centred around 1.425eV, with a 
considerably broader spread of positions in the polished sample, possibly due to the strain induced in the 
crystal lattice by polishing causing local shifts in the bandgap [49]. Most notable in the polished samples is a 
shift to lower energies near to the back surface, particularly in the 10, 20 and 40 minute annealed samples 
(although the effect is also visible in the 30 and 60 minute annealed samples. As this shift is not observed in 
the unpolished samples it can again be attributed to strain causing bandgap reduction. In both the polished and 
unpolished samples the 1.3-1.5eV broadband is not visible in the untreated samples several microns from the 
back surface, again suggesting that at least one component of this peak is not chlorine related. 
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Figure 5.12: Variation of peak positions with depth in polished samples 
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Notable in all the samples that have been treated with CdCl 2 (with the exception of the sample annealed for 
120 minutes) is a tendency for the position of the broad 1.3-1.5eV peak to shift to lower energies as the 
interface with the CdS is approached. In the case of the most efficient samples (10, 20 and 40 minute anneals 
in the case of the unpolished samples) this shift is gradual over several microns as the interface is approached. 
It is known that diffusion of Sulphur into CdTe causes the formation of a mixed layer CdSxTe|.x with a 
bandgap which can for certain values of x be lower than the CdTe bandgap. Ohata [50] and Pal [51] find that 
the bandgap varies as: 
Eg(mixture) = kx + ( E g ( c d s ) - E g ( c d T e ) - k)X + E g ( c d T e ) 
(5.2) 
Using k=1.7eV from [51] gives the variation in bandgap with composition shown in figure 5.14. 
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Figure 5.14: Variation of the CdSxTe|.x bandgap with composition 
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Applying this to the shift in position of the 1.3-1.5eV peak from its highest energy value in each sample, the 
sulphur diffusion profile can be estimated in each case. This is shown in figures 5.15 and 5.16. As can be 
seen, the more efficient samples have a large amount of sulphur present near the interface, with the amount 
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Figure 5.15: Estimated sulphur diffusion in polished samples 
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Figure 5.16: Estimated sulphur diffusion in unpolished samples 
smoothly decreasing over several microns as the interface is moved away from. Work done by McCandless et 
al [52] implies that sulphur diffusion is not essential for high efficiency cells, but it is clearly linked to the 
mechanism that does increase the efficiency. The sulphur diffusion profile is sharper in the unpolished 
samples, suggesting that strain related defects may assist the propagation of sulphur throughout the device. 
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Generally for longer anneal times the sulphur diffusion profile becomes increasingly sharp, the exception 
being the 30 minute annealed polished sample, which as has already been observed exhibited an anomalous 
low efficiency. However, there are several pieces of evidence which contradict this interpretation of the 
reason for the peak shift: 
1) In the case of the 15 minute annealed unpolished sample there is a higher energy peak present as the 
interface is approached which does not shift to lower energies at the same rate as the 1.3-1.5eV peak. 
2) Work done by Edwards et al [53] observes a similar (though smaller,~50meV) shift to lower energies 
which remains present (albeit to a lesser degree) in a sample which contained no CdS layer. This was 
attributed to the presence of a different acceptor species or screening effects. 
3) The miscibility limit of the CdS xTei. x mixture at 400°C is known to be 6% [54], which is substantially 
lower than the near-interface CdS content implied by this interpretation. 
This suggests that segregation may be occurring in the CdTe layer as has been observed by Jensen et al [54]. 
Discrete regions of higher sulphur concentration may form either in the bulk or at the grain boundaries of the 
CdTe. Chlorine certainly must be assumed to diffuse through the CdTe preferentially along the grain 
boundaries as Jones et al [55] found it to diffuse only a few um in the bulk crystal even after 24 hours anneal 
at 400°C. Charge carriers will preferentially recombine where the bandgap is lowest (highest sulphur 
concentration), causing an overestimation of the true sulphur content by PL. Also since the size of the laser 
spot is large compared to the CdTe grain size regions of high and low sulphur concentration will be probed 
simultaneously, which could explain the effect found in the 15 minute annealed unpolished sample. Altosaar 
et al [56]find that Na diffusion into CdTe causes a similar effect (shift of a PL band from 1.4eV to 1.34eV). 
However, this also caused a drop in PL intensity by at least an order of magnitude, which is not observed 
here. Rogers et al [21] report the formation of layers of CdS xTei. x with discrete values of x in CBD CdS/ 
vacuum evaporated CdTe material. Our findings do not agree with this as the extent of the sulphur gradient in 
the samples studied here is 2-4u.ni, which is several times the estimated penetration depth of 457.9nm light 
into CdTe(~90% absorption within 500nm for 457.9nm light [57]). 
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5.3.3 Temperature and Intensity dependent Photoluminescence 
The variation of PL intensity with illumination intensity for a selection of the peaks observed is 
shown in figure 5.17. Following the empirical relationship: 
"^ peak ^ ^illumintion 
(5.3) 
we obtain k values of 0.87 and 1.54 for the 1.43eV and 1.54eV peaks respectively. Comparing this with the 
work of Schmidt et al [58] suggests that the 1.54eV peak is a donor or acceptor bound exciton recombination 
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Figure 5.17: Intensity dependence of some PL peaks. 
(although the peak energy is somewhat lower than would normally be expected for such a transition), whereas 
the 1.432eV peak is a free-bound recombination. At first glance, the 1.9eV-2.2eV peak (here deconvoluted 
into two separate components each with a k value of 1.2), may be assumed to be non-excitonic, since they are 
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well below the band edge of CdS. However, some authors [59] attribute this emission to excitons bound at Te 
substitutionals at S lattice sites. The observed k value (>1) supports this hypothesis. 
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Figure 5.18: Temperature dependence of PL peak intensities. 
Figure 5.18 shows the arrhenius plots for some of the more prominent PL peaks on the untreated 
sample. Employing the appropriate formula after the work of Bimberg et al [60], we can fit the peak intensity 
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I to the illumination intensity I 0 by: 
1 + Ae k T 
V J 
(5.4) 
Where Ea is the activation energy associated with the recombination route. This yields activation energies of 
15, 152 and 146 meV for the 1.434, 2.0 and 2.1eV emission lines. The 1.54eV emission line could not be 
analysed as the intensity decayed too rapidly with temperature to provide a valid set of points, however this 
suggests a thermal activation energy « 1 5 m e V . The high activation energies of the CdS like peaks suggests 
that they are relatively deep level emissions. 
Figure 5.19 shows the net integrated PL intensity for the polished samples as a function of remaining CdTe 
thickness. The regions of highest PL intensity occur as the interface is being approached. This is most notable 
in the case of the more efficient samples (10, 20, 40 minute anneals). Increased PL intensity implies a 
reduction in nonradiative recombination mechanisms and thus better device efficiency. A correlation between 
the PL intensity and the estimated sulphur diffusion (figure 5.15) can clearly be observed, suggesting that 
sulphur has an important role in passivating defects in the region of the CdTe/CdS interface. In the sample 
annealed for an excess time the region of maximum intensity shifts towards the rear of the device. Figure 5.20 
shows the variations in PL intensity with depth for the unpolished samples. In this case the intensity is 
generally higher for longer anneal times and spread more through the bulk of the CdTe. One possible 
explanation for this is that because the back surface morphology was not removed from these samples, the 
change in crystal size throughout the CdTe layer had a greater effect on the PL response than in the case of 
the polished samples. 
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Figure 5.19: Variation of net PL intensity with CdTe thickness in polished samples 
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Figure 5.20: Variation of net PL intensity with CdTe thickness in unpolished samples 
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5.3.4 Time Resolved Photoluminescence 
Time resolved PL was performed on a selection of the bevelled samples with the assistance of C. J. Bridge, P. 
D. Buckle and P. Dawson at UMIST. Luminescence was excited at room temperature using a cavity dumped 
mode-locked dye laser. The subsequent PL emissions were monitored as a function of time at a fixed 
wavelength using a cooled SI micro-channel plate photomultiplier. Both the bevelled back surfaces and the 
front surfaces of the samples were probed in this manner. The results for the front surface (through the glass) 
time resolved PL are shown below in figure 5.21. The more efficient (10, 20 minute annealed) samples show 
an increased PL lifetime in the region of the CdTe/CdS interface compared to the unannealed and excess 
annealed samples. This has been attributed by Bridge [13] to sulphur diffusion causing passivation of 
nonradiative recombination routes at the interface or grain boundaries. Edwards et al have confirmed that 
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Figure 5.21: Front surface room temperature time resolved PL at 820nm for a variety of cells. 
CdTe grain boundaries can be passivated by potential barriers which repel the minority carriers [61]. Sulphur 
diffusion would also reduce stress at the interface, again reducing the nonradiative recombination rate [62]. 
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This increase in PL decay time is indicative of longer minority carrier lifetimes which are essential to the 
efficient operation of the device. The entire set of lifetimes for the 10 minute annealed sample are summarised 
in figure 5.22. The front surface lifetimes are consistently longer. When the back surface bevel is probed the 
lifetimes are longest about 1 um away from 
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Figure 5.22: Summary of time resolved PL data for 10 minute annealed sample 
the interface but rapidly decrease as the interface is approached, possibly due to surface recombination effects 
in the CdSxTei.x (CdTe is known to have a high surface recombination velocity ). The works of both Bridge 
[63] and Ahrenkiel et al [64] point to the existence of a longer lived component to the decay(decay time 3-
8ns) which is not observed here, which suggests that the relatively fast nonradiative minority carrier 
recombination at grain boundaries (due to the high surface recombination velocity) dominates the PL 
lifetimes even in the most efficient samples. The PL decay was exponential in all cases, suggesting that we 
are operating in the low injection regime [65], and that the effect of minority carrier diffusion out of the active 
region of the device is small [66]. 
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5,3.5 Electroluminescence 
After electrical characterisation had been performed on the contacted sections of the samples, 
electroluminescence (EL) analysis was attempted at 10K using a 10V pulsed source as described in the 
experimental techniques section. Of the samples tried, four produced detectable E L spectra as shown in figure 
5.23. The untreated sample produced a distinct two peak E L spectrum with peaks at 1.37eV and 1.5eV. The 
CdCl 2 annealed samples however exhibited a single broad peak centred at 1.45eV with the 20 minute 
annealed sample giving maximum intensity. The untreated sample E L bears some similarity to results 
obtained by Ferrer and Salvador for polycrystalline CdS electrodes [67], who observed a peak at 1.35eV. 
(room temperature) due to sulphur vacancy-cadmium vacancy DAP recombination in polycrystalline CdS. 
The fact that after annealing we observe a single peak at 1.45eV, an energy associated previously with a DAP 
level in CdTe, suggests that the annealing process causes a shift in the position of the electrical junction from 
the CdS layer to the CdTe layer. No direct comparison to references can be made as to the best of my 
knowledge this technique has not been applied to thin film CdTe/CdS heterojunctions previously. The fact 
that E L was not obtained for samples with anneal times longer than 30 minutes suggests that the centres 
responsible are passivated by excess CdCl 2 annealing. E L intensity does not correlate with cell efficiency, the 
most efficient device (10 minutes anneal) having the weakest E L signal. 
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Figure 5.23: E L spectra for samples annealed for different lengths of time. 
*20 minute sample shown at 1/12 intensity. 
5.4 Conclusions 
Photoluminescence spectroscopy has been successfully used to characterise the changes that occur throughout 
the CdTe/CdS solar cell during the CdCl 2 annealing process. Negligible near band edge emission was 
observed in all samples, suggesting that they were large grained both before and after annealing and contain 
high defect densities. Back surface polishing (a common technique prior to bevel etched PL) was found to 
induce structural defects in the CdTe which gave rise to a "Y" luminescence emission at 1.48eV. In the 
unpolished samples a peak was observed at 1.55eV, most likely due to cadmium vacancy related transitions. 
In all samples a broad peak was observed between 1.3eV and 1.5eV (typical maxima position=1.43eV 
throughout the bulk of the CdTe) attributed to a donor acceptor pair recombination between a cadmium 
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vacancy acceptor complex and a shallow chlorine donor. Evidence has been found for the promotion of 
sulphur diffusion into the CdTe from the CdS layer by the anneal. A distinct gradient of sulphur content has 
been found to correlate with optimum cell efficiency for an annealing time of 10 minutes. This also correlates 
with enhanced minority carrier lifetimes at the CdTe/CdS interface. The size of these lifetimes suggests that 
they are dominated by recombination at CdTe grain boundaries, which are passivated during the CdCl 2 
anneal, possibly by S diffusion. It has been demonstrated that electroluminescence spectroscopy is a valid 
method for analysing CdTe/CdS solar cells; the change in EL spectrum after annealing suggests a shift in the 
position of the electrical junction. 
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6 Studies of Ion Beam Implanted CdTe 
6.1 Introduction 
As has been already demonstrated throughout this thesis, photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy is a 
useful tool for the characterisation and diagnosis of semiconductors. However, one of the limitations of 
the technique is that although detailed spectra are often obtained, the specific origins of the centres 
responsible for the spectral features are often difficult to assign. This is because the position of spectral 
features is influenced by local structural stresses and defects within the semiconductor, temperature and 
excitation intensity as well as by the species and concentration of any impurities present. In addition, 
where there is more than one type of impurity or defect, complexes can be formed producing additional 
energy levels. Considering that additional optical transitions can occur between different impurity 
complexes, this makes compiling the PL emissions associated with different types of impurity for even a 
single type of semiconductor a daunting prospect. In order to assist in this and future characterisation 
work on CdTe, a set of high quality monocrystalline CdTe samples grown by GEC Marconi using the 
Bridgemann technique have been doped with known concentrations of sodium, copper, chlorine, sulphur, 
antimony and oxygen by ion beam implantation. The implantation was performed at the EPSRC Ion 
Beam Implantation Centre, Surrey. By studying the changes in the PL spectra of these samples compared 
to an undoped control, the effects of doping with these specific impurities can be quantified. It should be 
noted that even "pure" CdTe crystals are regarded as containing enough impurities from the source 
materials or the manufacturing techniques to influence their PL spectra. Unintentional impurities reported 
by other authors in high quality CdTe include Ga, In, CI, A l , F [1], Cu, Na [2], L i [3] and Ag [4, 5]. 
6.2 Experimental 
PL spectroscopy was performed on a selection of ion beam implanted single crystal CdTe samples. The 
details of the technique have been covered elsewhere in this thesis. Laser intensity dependent and 
temperature dependent PL was performed on each sample under the usual conditions. The high resolution 
1200 lines/mm spectrometer grating was used to obtain the spectra. The two-lens focussing system was 
employed, as described in the experimental techniques section. Temperatures used ranged from 10K to 
70K, and laser power densities varied from 24mWmm"2 to 0.083mWmm"2. Table 6.1 shows the dopant 
densities and accelerating voltages used to implant the impurities into the CdTe. Accelerating voltages 
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were chosen to produce a smooth gaussian distribution of impurities in the first few microns of 
material. 
Table 6.1: The doped single crystal CdTe samples used 
Dopant Undoped 0 CI Cu S Na Sb 
Accelerating 
voltage (KeV) 
N/A 80 80 160 160 80 160 
Doping 
density (cm"3) 
N/A l x l O 1 5 l x l O 1 5 l x l O 1 5 2 x l 0 1 4 l x l O 1 5 l x l O 1 5 
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6.3 Results and Discussion 
Figures 6.1-6.7 show a summary of the PL spectra obtained for all the samples at 10K, illumination 
intensity 24mWmm' 2. Several scans were used in each case to cover all observed PL features. 
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Figure 6.1: PL spectrum for undoped sample 
The spectra observed for the (nominally) undoped sample bears much similarity to that obtained for the 
Bridgemann grown CdTe crystal studied in chapter 4. To summarise, the features observed include a 
sharp near band edge emission at 1.590eV due to an acceptor bound exciton (AoX), with sidebands to 
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higher energies due to further (donor or acceptor) bound excitons or free exciton (FE) recombination. An 
unidentified peak is observed at 1.576eV (possibly a LO phonon replica of the free exciton recombination 
(~1.6eV), as is a LO phonon replica of the dorninant near band edge emission at 1.57eV. A pair of 
overlapping emissions are observed at 1.55eV and 1.542eV due to an electron bound at a neutral acceptor 
(eAo) and a donor-acceptor pair (DAP) recombination respectively (see chapter 4 for more details on how 
these mechanisms were deduced), with LO phonon replicas of both peaks visible to lower energies. The 
dominance of the 1.59eV exciton peak suggests a high crystalline quality with minimal defects. Excitons 
have small binding energies and as such are very susceptible to electric fields associated with impurities 
and defects in the crystal. While the acceptor species responsible for the A>X line and the eAo peak can be 
attributed to a variety of trace dopants even in material which has been grown under the most stringent 
conditions [6], the limits of temperature and resolution prevent a conclusive analysis of the origin of these 
lines in the undoped material. Due to its relatively low cohesive strength when compared to other 
tetrahedral structures, CdTe is particularly prone to the formation of lattice site vacancies and consequent 
interstitials [2]. This, and the fact that in all of the intentionally doped samples the relative intensity of the 
1.59eV peak is lower suggests that a cadmium vacancy double acceptor may be the dominant species in 
the undoped sample [7]. The undoped sample shows no evidence of a broad 1.3-1.5eV peak which is 
often observed in low quality CdTe and is associated with a high concentration of impurities or structural 
defects. A weak band is observed at 1.477eV, which is thought to be the " Y " luminescence band 
associated with the presence of glide dislocations [8] or frenkel defects [9] in the material. Work 
performed at Durham [10] has determined that Y luminescence is in fact caused by Cd glide dislocations. 
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Figure 6.2: PL spectrum for oxygen doped sample 
The oxygen doped sample also has a dominant 1.590eV emission peak, but also exhibits relatively 
brighter PL emission from the cAJDAP region, with clearly visible LO phonon replicas. Also, a peak is 
observed at 1.496eVwhich is observed in no other samples, and thus must be related exclusively to the 
presence of oxygen but has not been observed by other authors [11, 12]. A clear " Y " luminescence peak 
at 1.475eV suggests the presence of significant structural defects in the material. There is a faint 
broadband emission centered around 1.45eV. Akimoto et al [12] found oxygen to create a strong DAP 
peak at 1.55eV in Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) grown CdTe. This coincides with the position of the 
peak we have assigned to eA 0 recombination. Either interpretation implies that oxygen is acting as an 
acceptor and thus a p-type dopant [13] despite the well known self-compensation effect in CdTe (the 
tendency of a dopant to form complexes with a doping effect counter to the direct doping effect, 
neutralising the dopant). Since oxygen is in the same group as Te (group 6), it is most likely to form an 
acceptor by substitutional incorporation at a Te lattice site [2]. 
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Figure 6.3: PL spectrum for chlorine doped sample 
The chlorine doped sample exhibits a strong eAo emission, as well as an observable " Y " luminescence 
peak and a broadband emission centered around 1.46eV. The near band edge emission has peaks 
atl.592eV and 1.593eV clearly visible, and of comparable intensity to the 1.59eV AoX peak. Chlorine is 
known to directly form a shallow donor in CdTe, substituting for Te lattice sites, but also can form 
acceptor complexes with cadmium vacancies [14] such as V C d - C l T e and V Cd-2Cl T e . The former has an 
emission at 1.586eV which is not observed, but the latter has an emission at 1.59eV which coincides with 
the V C d AoX peak. The 1.593eV peak has been attributed by other authors [15] to a donor bound exciton 
caused by the C l T e donor, and is also observed in the case of I doping [16] . The emission at 1.47eV has 
been attributed by Shin et al [14] to a convolution of eA 0 and DAP recombination involving a chlorine 
donor and the " A " centre, a relatively deep acceptor level thought to be caused [17] by a V C d - C l T e 
complex. I f this is the case the peak would be expected to shift to higher energies with increasing 
temperature as the eA„ transition becomes increasingly favoured. 
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Figure 6.4: PL spectrum for copper doped sample 
The 1.59eV AoX peak is relatively weak in the copper emission spectrum (its LO phonon repiica is not 
observable)^ The eA,, peak is far brighter than the DAP emission, and' there is a large broad feature 
centred around 1.418eV. This feature may be related directly to the copper, which is known [2] to form a 
relatively deep level in CdTe. Cu forms acceptors by substituting at Cd sites, and (at higher 
concentrations), interstitial donors. 
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Figure 6.5: PL spectrum!for sulphur doped sample 
The emission spectrum for sulphur shows a relatively small 1.59eV peak with a well defined shoulder to 
higher energy, put down to a 1,593eV DoX recombination. The.spectrum is donnnatcd by the eA 0 peak at 
1.55eV, and any " Y " luminescence or deep level emission is trivial. 
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Figure 6.6: PL spectrum for sodium doped sample 
The sodium spectra has a weak 1.59eV emission, without a well defined 'high energy shoulder. The 
spectrum is entirely dominated by a pair of emission peaks at 1.543eV and 1.533eV and their phonon 
replicas. Temperature dependent analysis reveals them to behave as an eAJDAV doublet, with the cA 0 
emission becoming increasingly dominant with temperature. The position of the eA,, peak also shifts to 
~1.5485eV (a similar position to the eA 0 peaks observed in the other samples) above 20 Kelvin. The Na 
spectrum has some similarity to the Cu spectrum, which may be expected as they have the same outer 
shell configuration. 
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Figure 6.7: P L spectrum for antimony doped sample 
The antimony doped sample has a spectrum dominated by the 1.59eV A„X line with a clear phonon 
replica. Uniquely among the spectra it has a more intense D A P emission than the eAo emission. " Y " 
luminescence is visible at 1.475eV. This has been noted in CdTe implanted with other group V elements 
(N,P,As) by Molva el al [6] with the acceptors being substitutional group V elements on Te lattice sites, 
although the donors involved were not identified. It is perhaps worth noting that generally (with the 
exception of Na, in which the doublet energies are different suggesting a different mechanism), the 
samples displaying a more prominent D„X line (Notably S, CI) compared with the 1.59 AoX line also tend 
to favour the eA„ line over the D A P line in the 1.549eV/1.541eV eAJDAP doublet. This can be taken as 
further evidence of self compensation in CdTe as impurities tend to give rise to both donors and 
acceptors. 
I l l 
For convenience, the table below summarises the variation in position of these peaks ( i f any) between the 
different samples studied. In the case of convoluted peaks an attempt was made to deconvolute them 
using PeakFit. The limiting accuracy of the detection equipment was found to be ~0.25nm (0.4-0.5meV at 
the wavelengths used), though in the case of highly convoluted peaks the uncertainty in detemuning the 
underlying peak energies may be higher. 
Table 6.2: Peak Positions (eV) 
Sample 
Doping 
None CI S 0 Sb Na Cu 
Near band 
edge 
1.5899 1.5898 
1.5921 
1.5929 
1.5897 
1.5920 
1.5923 
1.5908 1.5903 1.5900 1.5898 
F.E.-LO 1.5772 1.5757 
1.5762 
1.5755 1.5768 1.5764 1.5756 1.5754 
NBE-LO 1.569 1.5688 1.5697 1.5692 
E A Q 1.5483 1.5491 1.5492 1.5495 1.5493 1.5431 1.5486 
DAP 1.5417 1.5424 1.5419 1.5435 1.5415 1.5330 1.5421 
1.477 1.4752 1.4749 1.4752 
1.3-1.5eV 
broadband 
1.4566 1.4492 1.4539 1.4177 
OTHER 1.496 
The region of the spectra between 1.59eV and the band edge is known from the works of other authors [1 , 
18, 19] to contain a plethora of fine detail characteristic of the impurities present. Although we are unable 
to resolve the details of these features to a sufficient resolution to deterrnine the differences between 
different impurities (for example, Cu has been known to create an A„X line at 1.5896eV whereas CI 
creates an AoX line at 1.5903eV), by studying the variations in intensity of the near band-edge emissions 
with illumination intensity and temperature, further details specific to each impurity can be obtained. For 
further details on the theory of temperature and intensity dependent measurements see chapters 2 and 4. 
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Figure 6.8: Laser intensity dependence of near band edge (NBE) peaks 
A l l samples have k values of approximately equal to or greater than one, implying excitonic emission in 
all cases. The undoped sample has substantially higher intensity dependence (k=2) than any of the doped 
samples (although the last point may be spurious, in which case the emission would have a k value of 
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1.1). Various sources[20] quote K values between 1.1 and 1.5 for the AoX and D q X bound exciton lines, 
which satisfies the majority of the cases observed here. The wide range of excitonic K values observed 
suggests that there are different acceptor species involved in the different samples NBE emissions. 
Temperature dependent analysis reveals a shift in NBE peak position from 1.59eV to 1.593eV in 
all the samples (though in the case of Cu this shift is difficult to observe as the NBE emission rapidly 
becomes negligible) implying that DoX recombination becomes increasingly dominant at higher 
temperatures. This is contrary to what might be expected, as the AoX has a higher binding energy and so 
would theoretically persist at higher temperatures than the D 0 X line. This suggests that other effects such 
as screening may have more effect on the relative intensities of the NBE emission peaks than their 
binding energies. 
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Figure 6.9: Change of dominant NBE emission peak with temperature, example: Oxygen 
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In some samples (O, Sb, undoped) a third peak was observed at 1.597eV as the temperature increased 
above 10K. Using Peakfit to de-convolute the emission peaks leaves only a small number of good data 
points to work with for some of the peaks. A summary of the temperature dependent NBE peaks is shown 
below. Following the methods detailed in the theory section and in chapter 4, the activation energies of 
the impurities can be determined from the curves in figure 6.10 for regions where they assume an 
approximately constant gradient. The table below shows activation energies obtained from the above 
graphs, along with energies obtained by other authors. 
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Figure 6.10: Temperature dependence of all near band edge peaks 
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Table 6.3: Thermally deduced activation energies. 
Sample Peak Activation energies (meV) Reference 
Energies 
Reference 
CI 1.59eV 2.414 
CI 1.593eV 2.164 
Cu 1.59eV 2.05 6.54 [21] 
Cu 1.593eV 0.7178 
Na 1.59eV 7.548 6.94 [21] 
Na 1.593eV 5.52 
O 1.59eV 8.712 
O 1.593eV 6.734,3.113 
o 1.597eV 4.932 
Undoped 1.59eV 14.61,7.069 1.8, 4.9, 14 [22] 
Undoped 1.593eV 23.19, 4.325 
Undoped 1.597eV 3.735 
S 1.59eV 3.111 
S 1.593eV 2.502 
Sb 1.59eV 11.96 
Sb 1.593eV 3.997 
Sb 1.597eV 2.901 
Both CI and Cu exhibit relatively low activation energies for both the 1.59eV and 1.593eV peaks. The Na 
doped sample and the undoped sample exhibit some energies broadly in agreement with the reports of 
other authors. The undoped sample, in which lattice site vacancies are expected to play the greatest role in 
influencing the PL spectrum, has by far some of the highest activation energies. Both samples doped with 
group I metals, Cu and Na, display a similar distinctive temperature dependent profile: A rapid drop off of 
the 1.59eV peak while the 1.593eV peak gradually increases with temperature and then suddenly drops 
of f between 30K and 50K, with a small spike in intensity as the temperature increases further. This profile 
can be assumed to be characteristic of group I dopants, whereas the samples doped with group V - V I I 
elements showed a steady decrease in the intensity of the 1.593eV peak with temperature, as does the 
undoped sample. The reason for this behaviour is as yet unknown. 
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6.4 Conclusions 
Photoluminescence spectroscopy has been used to successfully study the effects of known concentrations 
of various impurities on the spectra obtained from high quality monocrystalline CdTe. While PL analysis 
with the resolution and temperature limitations imposed here does not allow exclusive identification of 
impurity species from their PL spectra, distinctive spectral features have been obtained from several of 
the doped samples. Variation in the constants of intensity and temperature dependence have also been 
observed in all samples, as well as distinctive temperature dependence profiles dependant on the dopants 
group. Evidence of self compensation has been observed from the PL spectra. The data obtained here will 
prove useful in future PL characterisation of high quality CdTe crystals. 
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7 Summary 
7.1 Polycrystalline material 
Optical photoluminescence spectroscopy has been successfully used to characterise the polycrystalline closed 
space sublimation deposited CdTe used in solar cells. The lack of near band edge emission suggests that the 
material is large grained with high defect densities. The effects of varying lengths of CdCl 2 anneal on the 
solar cells were investigated as this is a vital manufacturing step to increase the cell efficiency. An important 
correlation was observed: 
1) A short (10 minute) CdCl 2 anneal at 400°C produced optimum cell efficiency, with efficiency generally 
dropping of f for longer or shorter anneal times. 
2) The most efficient cells also exhibited a gradual shift in the position of the broad 1.43eV PL emission 
peak (ascribed in literaturefl] to a recombination between a shallow chlorine donor and a cadmium 
vacancy acceptor complex) from 1.43eV to 1.35eVas the CdTe/CdS interface was approached from the 
back surface. 
3) The same set of most efficient cells showed significantly longer time resolved PL decay times near the 
CdTe/CdS interface, indicative of longer minority carrier lifetimes. 
On the basis of these results, it is believed that the CdCU annealing process promotes sulphur diffusion from 
the CdS layer into the CdTe layer, which diffuses preferentially along the grain boundaries of the material, 
passivating carrier recombination routes and thus increasing carrier lifetimes and device efficiency. The 
extent of the sulphur diffusion can be estimated from the perceived bandgap shift of the CdTe (see figures 
5.15 and 5.16). 
Comparison of the PL spectra from polycrystalline CdTe with the ion beam implanted reference 
samples studied in chapter 6 is of limited use, since the spectra from polycrystalline material are of much 
lower resolution without the fine near band edge detail of the single crystal spectra. However, in the chlorine 
ion beam implanted sample a broad feature is observed at 1.46eV, which is close to the position of the broad 
PL emission peak seen in the polycrystalline material. Electroluminescent emission was also obtained from 
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some devices, and while the technique plainly needs refining it shows potential as a 
characterisation/assessment tool for CdTe/CdS solar cells. 
7.2 Single crystal material 
The monocrystalline CdTe grown by the multi-tube seeded vapour growth technique was found to be highly 
pure with minimal defects and dominant near band-edge PL emission. Crystal quality varied spatially 
throughout the crystal but was found to be highest midway between the top and bottom surfaces, midway 
between the centre and the outer radius. A figure of merit for the crystal quality according to 
photoluminescence spectroscopy can be obtained by taking the ratio of near band edge emission to lower 
energy emission. The summary of this ratio in the form of a contour graph is shown in figure 4.9. 
Diffusion of Zinc from the growth substrate was identified and found to be limited to the bottom 
millimetre of the crystal. The effects of various specific elemental impurities on the PL spectrum of 
monocrystalline CdTe were observed by study of the ion beam implanted samples. Comparison between the 
ion implanted samples and the CdTe grown by the multi-tube seeded vapour growth technique yields the 
following observations: 
1) The spectrum of the undoped sample supplied with the ion beam implanted samples closely matches the 
spectrum of the crystal grown at Durham, confirrning that both crystals are of similar high quality. 
2) The 1.577eV peak observed in the Durham grown crystal, which was not identified, is relatively stronger 
in the majority of the ion beam implanted samples, particularly Oxygen and Chlorine doped ones. While 
it remains impossible at 10K to accurately deconvolute the donor bound, acceptor bound and free exciton 
recombinations it is clear at least in the case of the chlorine implanted material that this peak is related to 
a more intense donor bound or free exciton recombination peak (as was mentioned in chapter 4, it is of 
the correct energy to be a LO phonon replica of the free exciton recombination peak). 
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3) 1.476eV " Y " luminescence is observed in both the ion beam implanted and vapour grown crystals, 
suggestive of the presence of defects in the crystal lattice in both cases. One would presume that ion 
bombardment would be more likely to cause point defects than glide dislocations in the crystal lattice. 
7.3 Suggestions for future study 
Throughout this thesis, photoluminescence spectroscopy has proved a useful tool for materials 
characterisation. However, there is plenty of scope for further work to be done. In the case of monocrystalline 
material, it would prove helpful to study further samples doped by a thermal technique of some kind, which 
would allow the dopants to move to their natural lowest energy states in the crystal lattice. The development 
of polycrystalline CdTe based solar cells is an ongoing process of great importance to industry. Further 
variations on the processing techniques are worthy of study, such as different CdCl 2 anneal temperatures, the 
effect of the presence of oxygen during the anneal and the effect of varying CdTe grain size. Use of an 
electron beam rather than a laser beam to excite luminescence would allow explicit study of emission from 
the grain boundaries and grain centres of the CdTe, which are both simultaneously probed in PL. Lasdy, 
electrolurninescence both at low and room temperatures is worthy of further study and refinement as an 
analytical technique. It is capable as we have seen of producing well defined spectra with distinct features, 
and is intrinsically sensitive to the position of the electrical junction in the device. 
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